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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Beginning with the eighteen·fu centur y and continuing to

the

present certain Biblical scholars segmented the Pentateuch into various documents as to its origin.

They claimed the methods of inquiry

and principles, by which they determined. the different sources used
to vJrite the Pentateuch, V'rere valid.

This work was known as Biblical

Higher Critic ism, otherwise known as just, Higher Criticism.

Con-

servative Biblical scholarship has thoroughly disagreed with the findings of Destructive Higher Critic ism but little has been written
the methods or principles of inquiry end their application.

on

Most con-

servative attacks have been at the results rather than investigation
of the me th crl s •

A.

The Problem

Were the methods used in Hi gher Criticism valid, and if so.
were t hey employed without error or bias in giving a sound, safe analysis of the Pentateuch?

Further, were they used in a truly

sci-

entific manner in analyzing the Pentateuch?

B.

The Purposes of the Study

It has been the purpose of this paper to examine the methods

2
or principles of Biblical Higher Criticism as to their validity
applicationo

end

The follo•ving were the objectives:
(1) To discover the origin of the methods used
in criticism.
(2) To ascertain if these methods of inquiry
had been proven successful in critic ism
aside from and prior to application to the
Bible.

(3) To trace the history of the development
and application of the rnefuods.

(4) To determine i f the methods used in Higher
Criticism are valid and reliable for
plication to the Pentateuch.

ap-

(5) To examine the way in which the methods
were applied to the Pentateuch to find
if they were or were not used in a strictly s c ien ti fie manner.
If the principles used by the destructive higher critics

of

the Pentateuch were "air tight 11 and legitimate in discovering the
sources of the Pentateuch; and, if the critics employed them without
error or bias, i:hen the results of the investigation are secure.
However, if the principles used by the critics are not valid for
that type of analysis then the results are not trustworthy.
if, the principles are reliable under most circumstances and

Even
yet

are falsely applied by the critics who allowed their personal bias
or

huw~n

error to color their work, the results are not trustworthy.

If it has been proven that the principles are invalid or that they
were falsely applied and that their method of employment by the critics affected the legitimacy of the conclusions then the results were
fallacious.

Then, it would follow that the partitioning of the Pen-

tateuch as to original documents was without foundation.

3

c.

The Justification of the Study

The mole structure of the conclusions of Higher Criticism has
rested on certain principles and their application.

If the conclu-

sions of Higher Criticism were true then the traditional in

Mosaic

authorship of the Pentateuch was wrong, the authority of the Pentateuch was taken away, the the divine inspiration of the Pentateuch
made very doubtful.

The remainder of the Bible rests upon the law

as divinely revealed in the Pentateuch and if this be taken away the
superstructure has no foundation.
Many have accepted the conclusions of Hi gher Criticism with a
resulting loss of evan gelical faith in the Word of God and a sterile
ministry.

Thus, such a study as this was important to determine

if

the methcx:ls and their use warranted the partitioning of the Pentateuch, for if they did not, then the Pentateuch has the right to be
the authority the conservative scholars have given it.

D.

The Limitations of the Study

The study was limited to the examination of Higher Grit icism
as it pertained to the Old
Christian Church.

Testament Pentateuch of the Jewish

The Pentateuch was thus inclusive of the

Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, and Deuteronomy.

Only

and

books
brief

reference was made to the book of Joshua but it was necessary to
speak of the Hexateuch as this term was used by critics to rrean the
first six books of the Old Testament.

This so called Hexateuch was

used as the basis of t he analysis by the Destructive Higher Critics.

4
The author was definitely limited in this study because of his
lack of ability t o read the German language, in
early works of criticism were written.

~hich

most of

the

The author was also a novice

in the Hebrew language, in which the Pentateuch wa s

and thus

v~itten,

was confined to secondary sources in most areas af the investigation.

E.

Definitions of Terms Used

Lower Criticism.

Lower Criticism deals with the texts of the

writings to determine whether there are any deviations in the
or copy of the writing from the original autographs.

It

text

pertains

to the wor ds, sentences, and everything of the actual texts.

The

Lower Critic seeks to as k the question, "What did the author write1 11 ;1
and to restore the original work as nearly as possible.
Higher Criticism.

Higher Criticism is not necessarily more

important than LoNer Criticism but it covers a different field of in11

quiry, and relies on the established texts of the latter.

Higher

Criticism is the discovery and verification of the facts regarding
origin, form, and value of literary productions upon the basis

of

their internal characteristics and contents. 112 Higher Critic ism vtas
interpreted as being the investigation as to: authorship, tune
v~iting,

sources of mater ials, integrity, authenticity,

form, and credibility.

of

literary

Thus the term Higher Criticism was

known

in the secula r field before being applied to the Bible; but it came
to be applied almost exclusively to that branch of investigation dealing with t.he Bible.

In this study the tenn Hi gher Criticism was in-

terpreted as app l ying only to the Biblical Criticism, ex cept

>mere

5
prefaced otherwise.

Within Higher Critic ism, as applied to the Bible,

there are two definite types of criticism.
are conservative in

viev~oint

The one group of scholars

and by their investigation along

the

lines of inquiry lis ted above find that the Mosaic authorship and the
traditional view of the Pentateuch h as been affirmed.

'Ihis

type of

criticism has been usually known as "constructive" and was so used in
this paper.

However another group of scholars have assumed the field

to themselves, and apply the :rrsthods that have been the b a sis of investigation in this study.

They have so applied the methods that

their work has been kn ov1.rn as "destructive criticism" • mainly, becaus e they have discarded the idea of Mosaic authorship and
not

al~

t he main tenets of the traditional view.

mos~

if

The term Higper

Critic ism has become almost synonymous with Destructive Higher Criticism because so many of the critics tore the Old Testrunent into fragments by the documentary theories.

In ihis study the term

Higher

Criticism was interpreted a s applying· only to Biblical Criticism
which was destructive in nature, that is, contrary to t..l-J.e traditional view of ihe Old Testament.

Where the term was used to in-

clude also conservative criticism it has been so denoted.
Hi&her Critic.
indicate those

cri·~cs

destructive in nature.

The term Higper Critic was therefore used to
who follmved the type of criticism vni ch was
This was with the clear understanding that

there are rrany evangelical conservative scholars who are constructive a nd seek to establish the traditional view of the Pentateuch.
The constructive critics are referred to i n this study as conservative critics, and the term Hi gher Critics reserved for those
followed some form of the documentary theor y .

who

6
Documentary Hypothesis.

The documentary hyp othe sis was inter-

preted as the view held in various for ms by thos e denying the Mosaic
auth orship of ihe entire Pentateuch.

I n t he main the theory was that

th:J first four books of the Pentateuch were a compilati on from ear lier vvr itten sources and that by analysis th e portions of the Pentateuch belonging to different original sources can be discovered.

The

term, Documentary Hypothes is, was used in this study to be an inclusive term to include views based on the documentary theory.

'!hough

the theory has been in continual flux throu gh the various forms

of

fragmentary theory, supplementarv the ory, and developmental the ory,
it has generally been held in some form of supposed J E D P documenta~J

analysis.
Principles and Methods.

The terms principles and

1m

thods ·we re

used interchangeably in this study and were interpreted as meaning
basic tene ts or foundation rules which were used by th e critics in
trying to uncover facts relatin g to the authorsh i p , authenticity and
credibility of any writing .

They were, so to speak, the rules

of

the game of critic ism.
Redactors.

The term redactor was introduced in this study be-

cause of the higher critics' reliance upon such a hypothe tical agency.
A redactor was referred to by t.l:le critics as the one who conflated the
documents into the form of the present Pentateuch.

He was an unknown

editor who the critics theorized had fused the v ar i ous documents.

F.

The Plan of the Study

The procedure in this study was t o give a short survey of the

7
history of Higher Critic ism in chapter II with special emphasis
the period from th e early seventeenth century to the present.

on
Chap-

ter III has given a historical study of ihe principles of Higher
Criticism, with an attempt to discover their ori gin and adoption.
An examination of these principles and their application by

the

higher critics of the Pentateuch was the subje ct of chapter IV, in
which speci al attention was given to the application by Driver,
Briggs end the authors of The Interpreter's Bible.
and conclusions were given in chapter

v.

The

sumro~ry

CRAFTER

II

A SHORT HISTORI CAL SURVEY OF HIGHER CRITICISM

Th is chapter ha s dealt with a short historical surve y of Higher Critic ism with spe ci al emphas i s on that per iod f rom 16 00 .A. D.
t he prese nt , was made sh owing th e pre-reformation cr iti cis m

of

JGO

the

Pentateuch and the rise of Destruc-tive Higher Criti cism of the Bib l e
after the re f ormation.

The deve lopment of the documentar y hypothesis

thr ough its various types was s hovm .

The attempt was made to an swer

the questions; 'When did this Cr iti cism arise and hO\Iir did it deve lop ?

.Ao

Early Criticism t o the Refoxmation

Pre - Christian Criticism.

Criti cism of the Pentateuch wa s very

old, g oi ng even back to pre-Chri stian times.

The fi rst evident crit-

icism of the Pentateuch c ame from t he Egypt i an city of .Alexandria,
·where

11

apparently there was ••• quite a Biblical school, and evidently

even before the time of the Septuag int •• • "3

Dr .. Andrew C. Zenos,

f ormer pr ofessor in McCormic k Theological Seminary, ~Tote that
criticism of t h is era
may be set aside a s furnishing no appreciable material for a sketch of the devel opment of Highe r Criti cism. Vl'hateve r t h ere
is in this period of critic ism in the deal ings of men with the Bibl i cal books is lo st
in ihe manner with Vlhi ch utterances regarding the ans'VIrers to the questions of criticism are made .4

the

a

9
Early Christi.e.n Era to 200 A•

..£•

The Gnostic sects of the sec-

ond century gave much criticism of the Old Testament which was

based

on their philosophy, that spirit and matter were in opposition.? They
did not deny Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch but taught that

it

was the product of the Jew's god, the Demiurge, an inferior being emanated from the Supreme Gcd.

PtolewJ, a prominent agnostic of

the

second ceni:ury, in a letter trying to convert a Christian lady, Flora,
held ths Law to be a threefold authorship, with parts fr om the elders,
Moses, and the Demiurge.6

Moses was looked upon as the compiler

of

the Pentateuch if not the actual author.
Marcion, the son of a Christian bishop, was a member

of

the

church at Rome but came under gnostic influences and taught that
the Creator was corrupt so also was the law he gave.

as

He thought that

he f ound imperfections in the Pentateuch and that the fall showed God
as being unwise and weak.

Doctor Edward Young, of 1Vestminister Theo-

logic al Seminary, had this to say,
Marcion 1 s criticism of the Old Testament can in no sense be regarded as scientific. It pr oceeded from a prejudiced philosophical background ••• His approach t9 the
s c ripture was not that of e.n impartial student but that of one who employs the Scripture to suit his purpose. 7
There were also Non-gnostic groups which included the 1Jazarites, Jewish Christians, who were the fir s t to give outright
corded denial of Mosaic authorship of Pentateuch.

re-

The Ebionite s al-

so rejected certain parts of the Pentateuch a s being interpolations
not of Mosaic origin.

An example of their type of literature, thou gh

later in date, were the "Clementine Homilies", ·which presented
law as the dictation of

r.~ o ses

to seventy writers but having

the

been

10
later corrupted by the wicked one.

Doctor Young said,

The hypothesis employed in the Homilies
for exple.ining difficult passages in the Bible
is in reality that of interpolations made by
the devil hii1l s e lf • .And the criterion for deciding vmat is and what is not a diabolical
interpolation is Whether the g iven passage is
thought to be in harmony with the creation.
The judge of this of course is the human mind
and thus, the critic ism of the Clementine Homilies ~s reall y a form of philosophical rationalism.
Another opponent of the Old Testament and especially of the Pentateuch of that time was the little lrnown writer Celsus.

About

only knowledge we have had of him was Origen's refutation of
critical paper.

the
his

Celsus seems to have been an exponent of the Grae-

co-Roman world, who felt he must defend his civilization against the
onslaught of growing Christianity.
Particularly djd Celsus criticize anthropomorphic statements in the Bible. God is
regarded as a tired over-worked being, as a
result of the six-days' creation. Of such a
nature were Celsus' objections.
One point, however, should be stressed 0
Celsus did not deny the Mosaic authorship of
Pentateuch, as has sometill'..es been affirmed.9
Thus the criticism of the first two Christian centuries came
from outside the church and was based on a philosophical rationalism.

As Doctor Young gave in his summary,
During the first two ceniurie s of the
C:b..ristian era ·bhere is not a recorded instance of criticism that is hostile to the
Bible among the Church Fathers or in the
orthodox Church itself. To the Apostolic
Fathers and to the subsequent Ante-Nicene
Fathers, in so far as expression is given
upon the subject, Moses is believed to be
the author of the Pentatluch, and the Old
TestaTI".sn t a divine Book. 0

The criticism of this time did not follow precise methods but

was

11
rather biased by ph ilosophical presupposi t ions and >'ras unscientific
i n character.

Zenas s a id of the critic of this era,

His chief motive we know was tt1 e desire
to confirm his philosophy of r e li gion. 'Whatever books tended to do this h e was inclined
to accept as authoritative; those that did
not h e was inclined to reject. This is as
far as we can go in dis covering the sum and
substance of his criticism.ll
Criticism From 200

!·

D. to Reformation.

This period of the

Christian history which covered the lives of many of the most notable
Christian authors, brought forth little in t he way of criticism. This
was mainly becaus e of the stand of the united Weste rn Church in
ecclesiastical councils, of Laodicea

(363)

and Carth age

di t ion b e came the exclusive court of app eal.

the

(397).

Tre-

The long period

from

J e rome to Luther was characte rized by almost e. c omplete lack of any
criticism.
Ma ny of the early Christian Fathers, such as, Irenae us, Ter ...
tullian, Clement of Alexandria, Jerome, Basil the Great, accepted
the tradition t h at Ezra was the restorer of the books of

~~e

Old

Testament which had been lost or de stroyed in the downfall of Jerusalem.

"Quite possibly, however, what the fathers meant was that

Ezra edited or reproduced from v arious sources the books of Scripture.

At any rate, whatever their precise meaning, they do

not

employ this belief to deny the Mosaic authorship of the Law.nl2
Porphyry, a Nee-Platonic philosopher, followed in the footsteps of Celsus but paid more particular attention to the prophetic
books.

He

v~ote

a fifteen volume work, Against The Christians, in

which he probably also denied the Mos a ic authorship of the Pentateuch. 13

12
The influential Latin scholar, Jerome, in his comment on "unto
this

day"ll.~ made the following statement, "We must certainly under-

stand by this day the time of the composition., .of the history, whether you prefer the view that Mos es was the auth or of the Penteteu ch or
that Ezra re-edited it.

In e it he r case I do not object." 1 5

In com-

menting on this statement, Doctor Young has written,
Some have apparently understood ihis
remark to involve a denial of Mosaic authorship, but such is not the case. Jerome
is mere ly not pronouncing upon the question
at this point. His concern is simply whether the words "unto this day" refer to the
time of "publishing or m-iting of the books 11 •
There is evidence available to show that
Jerome probably did believe; :Moses t o be the
author of the Pentateuch.l6
Among those classed on t he positive side of criticism during
this period were Origen and Dionysius, both of the school in Alexandria.

Origen was the first of those who "distinguish between what

should be accepted or rej e cte d not simply because it confirlT'.s or disturbs preconceived views, but because it is attested by historical
and philological e vidence. 111 7

Dionysius, followed Origen as head of

the school at Alexandria and exercised criticism of the New Testarnent
books in refuting heresies; but neither of these found any fault vdth
the Mosaic authorship of th e Pentateuch, accepting it fully and

as

divinely inspired.
Ibn Ezra, a Spanish Jewish exegete, wrote a number of valuable
works on the Old Testament in wh ich he stoutly maintained the Moaaic
authorship, thoug h he felt s orne verses were later additions, such as
"the Canaanite was then in the land" • 18
In summary of this period it vas note d that as in the

first

13
two centuries of the Christia n church, destructive criticism was
from \vi thout by those holding philosophical e.nd theolog ical views
diametrically opposed to th e Old Testament and the Christi an churcho
There were no recorded insta nces of advers e criticism of the Pentateuch found existing during this period, from 300 A. D. to the Reformation, coming from within the Church.

B.

Criticism From the Reformation to 18 00 A. D.

This was the period in wh ich that which b e came Destructive
Hi gher Criticism of the Bible arose and was the most important period of discussion and writing regarding th e criticism of t he Pe ntateuch.

During this time v arious hypotheses were formulated:

documentary hypothesis;
tary hypothesis;

Tiw fra gmentary hypo~hesis;

The crystallization hypothesis;

umentar y hypothesis;

The development hypothesis;

hypothe sis (New Fragmen tary hypothesis);

The

The supplemen-

T'D.e modified docThe collection

The new doc umentary

hy-

pothesis •
.After the reformation and the overthrow of the authority of
the Catholic Church it vvas natural t ha t some would attempt to
away with all external authority in their new found liberty.

do
The

eminent higher critic, Charles A. Briggs held that the reformation
was the very foundation of Biblical criticism, saying , "The Pratestan t Reformation was e. great critical revival, due largely to the
new birth of learning in Western Europe.nl9

He felt that the manner

in which the reformers spoke of the Scripture s op ened t h e
field to the ap p lication of critical methods.

whole

Formation of
diffic u l t

~

Original Documentary Hypothesis.

It was v e ry

to e stablish any one criti c as t he f irst hi gh er c r itic b e -

c ause t h e te rm "Higher Criticism" was not used by thos e criticizi ng
th e Bibl e unti 1 Eich horn a pplied. it to his work published in

1780.

Doctor Briggs h e ld t h at "The Mosai c a uthorshi p of the Pentateu ch was
first que stione d in modern ti mes by Carlstadt, m o le ft th e auth or
unde t e r mined.n20

In his his tory of Critic ism, Doc t or Eward Gray

wro te concerning

Carlstadt (whos e real name wa s Andreas Bodenstein)

and his works,
We may distinguish one small volume embodying the first criticism of Scr i ptur e of t he
sort which th e humanists of the Renascence
he.d alreadJr applied to classic lit erature,
,and coming fro m the pen of one of the e arly
Reformers; one indeed wh o, in respect of
doctrine soon to prove cardinal, may have
been in advance of all ••• Andreas Bode nstein • • • 21
Carlstadt was a contemporar y of Lut he r who guided t he Reformation
for a short time .

He denied th e Mosaic auth orship of the Pe ntateuch

on the grounds fu at Moses could not h ave writt e n the re cor d of his
death an d ye t that portion was in the s ame sty l e as th e rest of the
Pentate uch, so Moses was not the auth or .
Generally speaking, t h e mov ement of De structive Higher Critic ism h as pass e d through thre e great stag e s~
2. 'I'he German ;

1. Th e French -Dutch;

3. The British- Jime rica.n. 2 2 Carlstadt i n h is wor k of

1521 started th e French-Dutch phas e of t he movement a nd wa s followed
by Andre as Masius, a Belgian sch olar, wh o published a comment ary on
Joshua i n 157L~, a nd b y a Roma."l. Catho li c pries t, name d Pe yr e r e ,
his Systematic The ology published 1660.

in

The impetus of t he move ment,

ho·weve r, was given by Sp i n oza, a Dutch -J ewish rationalist.

In

a

15
work of 1670, Spinoza "came out bo ldly and impugned the traditiona l
date and

].~os

aic auth orship of the Pentateuc h and as c ribed t he ori-

gin of the Pentateuch to Ezra or to some other l ate compiler . 112 3
Th omas Hobb e s, a British philos ophe r mu ch influenc ed

by

French thinker s wen t even de epe r than Spinoz a in his anta gonism of
the ne c e s sity and possib ility of per s ona 1 r evelation from God

by

way of Mosaic aut h orship, wh ich be deni e d emphati c e.l lyo
Soon after Hobbes, a }rench priest named Richard Simon

of

Dieppe, beca'tle the first to point out fue supposed varieties of style
in the Pen tate~ uch which he interpreted as meaning various e.u·thors •
Another Dutc h scholar, Cl ericu s ,2Lt- in 1685 suggested the more radical view that the Pentateuch was v.rrit t en by a priest, wh ile

in

ile in Babylon, with the aid of e. r e da c tor or l ater ed i tor .25
icus brougpt fort h two new id eas : first , t h a t Chr ist did not

x-

Cle rcome

to correct the errone ous views of t he J ews concerning t h e Old Te s tament; sec ondly, he introdu ced ti1e redacto r or redactors a s unknown
edito :c s .
Vi tringa, an or -thodox the ologian and comment§.tor , 1vas
first to suggest that Moses may have used an c i ent s cr o ll s

the

of

the

early fathers i n writing th e Pentateu ch , having colle cted them and
added his own d es c r i ptio ns and com.-rnents.

Closel y fo llowing this,

Witte r be came the "first to s ugge st div ine name s as criteria for
distinguish i ng documents. n26
It has b ee n common to s peak of the era of Hi ghe 1· Cr itic ism
as beginning v.rith J ean Astruc, a Roman Catholic phys ician, but h is
work , Conj e ctur es, was b ased on the abov e ideas of Vitringa
Witter.

Doc tor Briggs prais ed .As tru c 1 s e fforts say ing hi s

and
work,

16
"opened a new era for the study of the Pentateuch •• • In

1753 he made

it evident that G-enesis wa~ composed of several doeuments. 11 27
the preface As true explained that he had hesitated to is sue

~:In

his

wo rk lest some would abuse it to l e ssen th e authority of the Pentateuch. 11 28

As true did not · deny ~.~ ose.ic a uthorship of the Pentateuch

but defended it.

Thus

Astruc~

by his division of Genesis into two

ma in documents and at least nine other lesser memoirs , became
father of the

11

documentary theories 11 •

"documente.ry hypothesis

11

•

He formulated the

the

ori ginal

With As true the French- Dutch phase

of

th e movement c lo sed .
The German phase of the movement wa s ushered in by J ohann
Eichhorn

·who ~

thirty years l a t er, d i d the sa..'Tle work of dividing Ge n-

esis into documents.

He differed fr om Astruc in that he found only

fiv e other lesser documents beside the two mai n ones.

He ana l yzed

Genesis and Exodus chapters 1 and 2 into original sourc es, which he
denominated J and E after the divine names he thought the sources
used.

In his early vvritings Eichhorn pr oposed t h at Moses vvr o;\j e from

literary traditi ons but l ater gave up Mosaic authorship and contended that unh.-n own re dacto rs gave t he Pentateuc h its f orm.

Doc tor

Br i ggs wrot e of Eichh or n ' s work in ana l ys i s:
Th i s analysis of Eic hh orn has been the basis
of all c r i t ic al investigati ons s inc e his day ,
and n ot withstand i ng th e subsequent distinc ti on of a second Elohist and Redactor , the
results of Ei chhorn have been maintained.29
Kar l Ilgen, who f ollowed Eichhorn in i::ne chair of Oriental
l anguages at Jena, hel d more to Astruc's division, h old i ng t hat in
Gene s is, nthere were seventeen different individ ual documents

and

these h e as signed to thr ee different authors , two Elohists and one
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Jehovist. 11 30

Doc tor Young made t he following appraisal of Ilgen's

analysis;

1.) In me nti oning a first Jehovist,
Ilgen allowed for the possibility of a second, thus it v;ould seem, suggesting that
even the Jehovistic sections were not a
unity.
2.) In assigning Astruc's Jehovistic
passages in Ge nesis 1:1-11 to his second
Elohist, Ilgen again sh owed the insufficiency of the Divine n~ues as criteria for
carryin~ on i:h e c riti cal analysis .
3.) In dividing the content of Genesis between two Elohists, Ilgen anticipated
the position of Hupfeld (1853).31
The influence of Ilgen 's analysis was that it cast grave doubts as
to .Astruc and Eichhorn's main documents end prepared the way for the
Fragmentary -theory.
~Fragmentary

Hyp othesis.

The fragmentary hypothesis was

s et forth by Alexander Geddes, a Scottish Roman Catholic priest, ;rh o
in

1792

issued a translation of the Bib l e through Joshua, and

thus

anticipated th e later view of a Hexateuch rather than a Pentattluch.
Geddes threw over Mosaic authorship for the theory that it was compiled in the time of Solomon from fragments existing in different
l engths, some even antedating Moses .

"There were , thought Geddas,

t wo series of fragments, a nd this phen omen on was due to the presence
of divine names. 11 32

Thus Ge ddes us e d the same criteria as

Astruc

and Eichhorn but arr ived at a far different conclusion on the number
and area of s ources of the Pe ntateuch .

11

0n ii1e other hand Geddes

definitely rejected the two-document theory of Astruc and Ei chhorn
as !'a work of fancy'."33
The fragmentary hypothesis v1as further developed by Johann
Vater and Ant on Hartmann, both German scholars.

Vater felt that he

18
found some t h irty-eigh t diffe rent f ragments f rom which the Pentat eu ch had suppos e dly gradually grown to its present form at the time
of exile e

Th is struc k a h ard blow a t t h e document ary hyp othe sis by

showing tha t div isions according to divine na.mes and style was

not

a clarified procedure.
-·Nilhelm De Wette , a profess or at Heidelbe r g , held at first to
the f r agmentary the ory ass e rting that the books of ib e Pentateuch
consiste d of fragments pieced togethe r by different compil ers.

Lat-

e r De Wette VJTot e t hat Deuteronomy was compos e d under Josi ah 1 s reign;34
but that the other books w r e later in composition, as they alluded
to material in Deuteronomy.

This b e came one of the main points

l a t e r discriminations on De uteronomy.

De

~e tt e

of

also returned in his

later writings to t..'le documentary theory, holding that the unknown
r edac t or used a b as ic Elohistic document which r e ach ed through the
sixth chapter of Exodus, being supp lemented br fragment a ry source s.
Thus he wa s only a n expone nt of the fragmentary hypothesis and a lso
pre supposed th e Suppleme ntary the ory given in the section be low.

c.

1800 to the Present

The Supplementary Hypothesis.

The supplementary hypothesis

was actually originated by De Wette in his later v.T itings by asserting that there was an Elohim-document extending through at least the
sixth chapte r of Exodus and that it was supplemented by parts of other Jehovistic sources.

Althou gh he r e j e cted the historicity of th e

Pe ntateuch, De Wette 1 s hypothesis of supplements t end e d in the opposit e direction of the fra gme ntary hypothe sis and toward the unity of
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the Pentateuch.
Friedrich Bleek, in his work of 1836 set fort h clearly
supplementary hypot.hesise

"The redactor who supplerrented the Elo-

h is tic source .-- was , 11 he asserted,

11

the Jehovist himself ."35

He at-

tributed to Mos es many passages of th e Pentateuch and he ld to
historicity of the books.

the

He taught that the supplementing

the

was

done by two main redactions of the Pentate u c h, one before the divided kingd om by the Genesis 1 compiler and the other by the compiler of Deuteronomy near the time of the exile.

The completed work,

he thought, wa s that discovered in the temple during the reign of
Josiah .

Thus he disagreed vri th Da Wette who held to three princi-

pal redactions, the Elohistic, the Jehovistic, and the Deuteronomic.
The later critics felt they had proved fua t the book found in J osiah' s time could have b een at mos t the greater extent of our present Deuteronomy.

Thus they disagreed with the above plan of redac-

tion.,
The Crystallization Hypothesis.

The inadequ acy of the simplo

supplementary hypothesis was so on fe 1 t and the two prominent cri:tics
Heinrich Ewald and Hermann Hupfeld took two different lines i n remedying the difficulties.
Evm.ld

had~

in a defense of the u nity of the Pentateuch in

1823, refuted the fragmentary hypothesisj and i n a later work
1830 took up the supplementary theory.

in

However, in Historx of~

Peopl e of Israel ( 18l.J.5) he set forth vihat is properly called
Crystallization Hypothe sis.
This is a modification of the Supplementary
by increasing t he number engaged i n supplementin g from one to series successively op-

the
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erating at distinct periods. Th e nucleus,
or most ancient portion of the Pent ateuch,
in his opinion, con sis ted of the remnants
of four primiti~e treatises now existing
only in fragments embe dde d in the various
strata which vrer e subse quently a ccumu late d
a round th em. This was fol lowed in the s e cond p l a c e by what he calls the Book of Origins, and this by what he denominates the
third, fourth, and fifth prophetic narrators, e ach of whom in succession added his
accretion to what had been previously recorded, and the last of wh om worked over
all that pre ceded , together with hi s own
additions and a lterations, into one continuous work . Then the Deuteronomist ~~ o te
Deut er onomy, whi ch was firs t issued as an
ind ependent publication, but was subse qu ently incor2grated wit h th e work of his
predecessors .5
August Knob e l, in a study of 1861 followed a mediation positi on betwe en the crystallization and supplementary theories,

the

difference be ing that the lesser documents ex isted along beside t he
basic document and eventually they we re developed into one, rather
than there be ing t wo or three definite supp l ementations.
The crystallization hypothesis took a slightly different turn
under Schrade r,

·v~rho

attempted a combination of the three hypothe s e s--

documentary, supplementary, and crystallization--into one, thus
There are two chi ef docu me nts~ the Annalistic (Elohist) and The ocratic (2nd Elohist) 1
compos ed, the former in the earlier part of
the reign of David, the auth or a priest wh o
used ear lier written source s; t he l a tter soon
after t re division of the kin gdom in th e
northern realm 975-950 B. c., also using
ancient documents ••• The Deuteronomis t in
th e prophetic spirit compose d the law of
Mos e s contained in Deute r onomy, and became
the fin a l r edactor af t he Pentateuch in its
present form, innne diate l;y before the reform
of Josiah, 622 B. c• ••• 57
The Crystallization theory was not clear cu t and lacked the
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support of t.l-J.e other th eori es.

It was really an attempt to avoid

the difficulti e s of tr,e former hypo the sis by ma king room f or additional suppl ements.
The Modifie d Docume ntary Hypothesis$

Hupfe ld a ls o a ttempted

to remove th e s e difficulties that faced the supplementary thoory,
but he tried in a much different way than Ewald.

Hupfeld abandoned

the supple ment process a ltogether a nd returned to t he early Documentary hypothesis wi th important modificati ons.
establish t h re e things:

liupfeld sought to

First , that t he J eh ovistic portions we r e

i.1ot disconnected parts but formed a separa.te c ontinuous document;
Secondly, he tri e d to show that there we r e two composit e Elohistic
documents.

This had been a dvanc e d earlier by Ilgen and De Vfette,

e.s shO\'m abov e; Thirdly, he said that t he s e we re formed into

the

present books by a r e dactor, who allowed himself the liberty

of

. inserting, r etrenching, and combing acc ording to his own desire.
Hupfeld laid at the feet of the re dactor any of t he difficult passages t.l-J.at did not fit the th e ory.

Briggs wr ot e of Hupfe ld's posi-

tion on the redactor,
The Redactor, diffe ring from the other thre e
(that is, the Elohist, 2nd Elohist, Johvi st)
in that he is distingu ished far the conscientiousn e ss with which he reproduces the anc i ent document, word for word, and th e s kil l
with v'Jh ich he combines them in the unity an d
order which characterize h is wor k .38
Thus Hupfe ld followed th e chron olo gical arrangement of: A First Elohistic document being basic in Genesis from cha pt e r on e through ch apter twenty and then wa s foll owed by the work of the s e cond Elohist
and Jehovist be ing put t oge ther by tl1e unknown Redactor; still later
the book of Deuter onomy wa s added by a Redactor.

Hupfeld t hereby
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gained recognition es the founder of the four-document hypothesis
which gained many adherentso

In 1860; Edward Boehmer, using Hup-

feld's theory presented the results to the eye throu.gh use of different type for each of the supposed d ocUJllents--El,

#,

.August Dillman in 1886 distinguished these same

J

1
9

D•

four

docu-

mentss as singled out by Hupfeld, .A, B, C, D; but they later became
denominated as: P (Priestly) for Hupfeld 's first El ohist; E, for the
s eco:r:d Elohis t; J, for the J ehovis t or J adean; and D, for the

d ocu-

ment c onsti tut:i.ng the main portion of our present Deuteronomy wh ich
was compiled with the other three documents o
Doctor Briggs classed many cri t ics, such as Ewa.ld, Hupfeld,
and Schraeder, under the supplementary hypoi:hesis, wh ile they were
more truly advocates of the crystallize.tion or modified dccumentary
hypothesis.,

Briggs sum:rr:arized t he facts on supplementary hypothesis

saying, "In a critical examination of the sup ple men tary hypothesis
we must distin gu ish between the theory and the facts upon which it
is grounded. »39

Briggs held that thou gh there ·was great disagree-

ment on the theory behind the hypothesis yet there was

11

general 11

agreement on J combined withE, JE compacted with D, and JED confla:ted with P.

Critics such as KurtzJ Fran z Delitzsch, Schrader,

and Noldeke accepted analysis in this form al ii1 ou gh each had cc:rtain
peculiar assignments of various passages and also differed in
form of redaction.

the

However , as Doctor Green p ointed out, b ot h Ewald

and Hupfeld ·were regarded at the time as having made e. retrograde
movement instead of an advance, by falling bs.ck fro:n the simplicity
of the dominant supplementary hypothesis into a greater complexity
than ihat of the original Documen t Hypothesis.
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There was a movement i n Germany at that time to "pay

full

deference to the authority of Holy Scripture, and at the same time
to take full cognizance of t he results of the latest scholarship.n40
Ernst Wilhem Hengstenberg was the leader of this movement and vms
aided by Ranke, Drech sler, Havernic k, Ke il, and Kurtz.

Kurtz later

s wung to a mediating positi on vr.it!: Delitzsch and Kleinert.

The

Hengstenberg school held to the traditional Mosaic authorship of
the Pentateuch and to ihe historicity of t h e whole .

The y s ought

to show tha t the variation in ih e use of the divine neln es and the
style of writing was due to subject matter and to the person speaking rather than ind ica tin g the various ori gi nal documents.

Doctor

Briggs appraised this effort thus,
This revival of traditional view was ve r y
strong, and po~erful efforts were put forth
to overc orne adva.Yl.cing c r itics, but in vain,
for it died away essentially with these
distinguished champions ••• (and) scholarly
opposition ceased in Germany .41
The conservative scholar, Doctor Young, said of the movement,
Had their words been heeded, the subsequent
course of crit icism would have been quite
different. The spirit of the t:i.mes, however, was against them, and their work could
not stem the advancing tid e of divisive
cri tici sm.42
The British-American phase of the movement of Destructive
Higher Criticism began 1nth Doctor Samuel Davidson, in his Introduction to the Old Testament, 1862.
as follo·wing the supplementary

Doctor Briggs classed Davidson

t heory~

as he als o classed Hupfeld

and others who really were exponents of the New Modified Documentary hypothesis.

This was because h e did not recognize the Modi-

fied hypothesis as separate from the supplementary as most of the

historians of criticism did.
Davidson's work followed closely the four docurnsnts as
forth by Hupfeld and relied much on the redactors.
sition as Briggs stated

set

This was his po-

it~

Davidson p lace s the Elohist, a Levite
in Judah in the ti~~ of Saul; the 2d Elohist in the time of Elisha, 880 E. C.; -the
Jehovist in ~1e reign of Uzziah. These three
were combined by a Redactor, 'wi tb considerable independence, adding occasionally a:
link, omitting what seemed to stand in the
way of the connection, abridging in different modes , and transposing p ieces according
to his o~~ view.' The date of the completion of the Pentateuch coincides with the
composition of Deuteronomy in the reign of
Manasseh ·whose author is also r~3ponsi b le
for the present form of Joshua.
A number of other
view, including Doctor

}~erican

Pero;~;ne

and British scholars accepted this

in a mediating form; Dean Stanley un-

reservedly; and others in various forms.W+

Doctor Robertson Smith,

a Scotchn'lan, u.nder t ook to set forth the German theories in his English works on the Pentateuch, the Prophets, e.nd his most noted work,
Old Testament in the Jewish Churcho

The latter was first published

i n 1881 "and followed the German school, according to Briggs 1
great boldness and thoroughness."45

with

The main thesis being that the

Old Testament was a product of the Jewish nation rather than

God

making the Jewish nation what it was through his divine revelation.
The Development liypothesis.

There was yet an other major chan ge

in the complexion of Higher Cri ticismo

The development hypothesis was

born of the Hegelian philosophy wh ich postulates that the religion of
Israel was subject to precisely tbs same law of development as
other religions..

all

As early as the surmne.r of 183 3 , Edward Reuss, an
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eminent schola r of Strasburg, a r gue d that the priest-code of

the

mid d le books of the Pentateuch was in reality codifie d after

the

Deuteronomic code; thereby then, the El ohist document was actue.lly
the latest document rather than the bas i s to which tile others v.rere
supplemented or redacted.

11

Th is came to him, he s ays , as an . i n-

tuition in his Biblical studies, and he presente d it to his students
in his Unive rsity lectures from

1834 onward. n46

Doctor Le opold.

George t ook a . similar position, except that he p l ac ed all the Levitical legislation after the exile, and held that Deuteronomy crune
from the t i me of Josiah.

Profe ssor Ze n as pointed out the background

of this analysis by showing th at "Vatke was an enthusi astic
of Hegel's, and his view i s based on the
Hege lia n philosophy •.•• n47

fundarr~n tal

pupil

principles of

Vatke postulated that ,

the religion of Is ra e 1 has three stages of
development, ru1d that the simp l e re l i gion
of the feeling in t he Prophets and Deuteronomy precedes the mor e external and re flective re li gion of the mas s of the Pentateu ch ; and t."hat Prophetism and ~ 013§ism must,
f or the most part, be transpos e d .Ll- ·
These i de as were not readily accepted at first and did not come int o
pr ominence until Reuss' studen t , Heinrich Graf , pres e nted , in 1866.
argume nts that the pr iest-code of Levit ic us 18-22, 25, 26, a nd Exodus

31, was from Ezekiel's h and and therefore Pos t -Deuteronomic .

Thus Graf f it ted the Pentateuch into his philosophy of h istorical
development, holding that the Elohis t d ocumen·t had been supplemented
by the Je h ovist.

However , Graf wa s forced to make Jme Elohist do c-

ument post-exilic by the arguments of Riehm. and :t-Joeldeke.
Young had t his to say of ·the f orce af these arguments,
Graf was i nfluenced by these crit icism,

Doctor
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and modified his or igina l position to the
extent of asserting that the basic writing
was no t the earl ies t portion of the Pen t a teuc h, but the l atest. It vr.ill be noted
that this involved a complete reversal in
t he dati ng of the basic document.
Th e
forme r order P E J D, h ad now become E
J D P or J E D P .49
·
During this time, 1862-1879, John William Colenso, bishop of
Natal, rocked the English world with his outright denia l of
histori city of the Hexateuch.

the

He paved the way for t h e establish-

men t of the Elohistic document as being later in composition
unhistorical i n character o

and

His work was rebuffed by able British

a nd A.merican soh olars b ut t h e Dutch scholar, Abraham Kuenen,

wa s

deeply influenced and he.ving already i mb ibed th e teachings of Graf,
gave t hem further expansi on.

11

He t aught that the religion of Is-

rael is a purel y natura l religion; beginning, like a ll other grea t
religions, with pol ytheism, and devel op ing gradually into the monotheistic and spiritu a l system of the pr ophe t s of Israel.n50

I\uene n

rejected completely the historicity of the Hexate uch , and h eld that
it was made up from a ncient, unreliable legends and myths , the legislation representing various stages, the e ar liest fr om the period
of th e k ings.

Brigg s interpreted his view thus,

The Deuteronomic code is a programme of
the Mosaic party in the reign of Josiah 6 the
priest-code J~e programme of the hierarchy
a t the restoration under Ezra. He finds
three forms of worship ~ that of the people,
of the prophets, and of the law, the later
developing out of the earlier. 51
The theory and metl1od of Graf found another champion of

a-

bility in Julius Wellhausen, who brought this theory into acceptance
by many scholars on both s i des of the Atlan tic ocean.
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The the ory as now accepted by a large number
of critics, may be succinctly put as follows:
Y-~e c redible recorded histo ry of Israel dates
from the days of Samuel. 1! i th this prophet
begins the crystallization a lso of the religion of Israel into its p resent f orm.52
Wellhausen also followed a particular evolutionary reconstruction of
Israel ' s hi sto ry based on i:he philosophy of Hegel.

He postulated

that Israel's early re l ig i ous aspirations were "but -the spontaneous
expression of natural reli gious impulse" o53

'I".a.us h e maintained that

there was a development in Israel both of the idea of God and
r eligious institutions.

her

Briggs disagreed with Wellhausen's ev olu-

ticn ary re con struction but at the s a.me time accepted the re sult· of
his arguments 1 saying ..
Wellhaus en like Kuenen, atta cks the histor ical character of t...YJ.e Pentateu ch , denies
t he supernatural element , and reconstructs
in the most arb itrary manner--but these
feah~es are pers onal, and have no necessary connection v11i th his critic a l analy-si s
of the li t er ar y do cument s and legislation
of t he Pentateuch , so that men of every
sha de of opinion with regar d to the supe rnatur a l and the evangelical may be f'mmd
among the advooates of the t he ory . 51-t
Thus Wellhausen's reconstructed theory 1 kno'Nll as "G:raf-KuenenWellhausen hypoihe s i s 11 or Development hypothesis wa s a ccepted widely
by such german scholars a s: Kautzsch, Smend .. Giesebre ch t, Budde,
Stade, and Corn ill;
son Smith,

s.

In Great Britain exponents were William Robert-

R. Driver, Kal isch, and Cheyne; In America, it

furthered by Benjamin W. Bacon and recently by R. H . Pfeiffer.

was
Doc-

tor Briggs called the radical critics t he sch ool of Reus s55 and said,
It is evident that the sch ool of Reuss propose a revolutionary theory of the literature and Religion of Israel ••• In a critical
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examination of this theory , i t i s i mportan·l;
t o dis ti ngu is h the e ssen tia 1 fe a tures from
the accidental. We must distingu ish be~Jeen t he Rati ona lism and unbelief
th a t
characte ri ze Kuenen, .,?ellhau se n , and Reuss,
which a re not essential to t he t h eory itself, a nd such supporters of the theory as
Konig in Germany, Lenorman t i n France,
Robertson Smith in Scotland, a nd C. H.
Toy i n t h is country (America).56
However, Reuss

1

form of the development hypothesis soon took the

lead over the othe r theories in explaining t he supposed composition of the Pen tateuch.

Charles Au gus ·l;us Briggs became an advo-

cate of this hypothesis but called himself an evangelic al and trie d
to strip the th eory of a ll anti-supernaturalism.

Thus Briggs dis-

e.greed with the philosophy behind the hypothesis but still accepted
the results and opened the discussion on the Development Hypothesis
in .America by a series of articles in the Presby terian Review
1881.

of

He was sustained in his ar guments by Professor Henry P. Smith

of Cincinnati a.11d Professor Francis Brown of New York.
posed in articles

~~itten

by Professor

w.

He was op-

Henry Green of Princeton

who defended the traditional posit ion with the aid of Doctors A. A.
Hodge and F. L. Patton of Princeton.
1bere was a mediating school, sometimes referred to

as the

school of Dillmann, including also Riehm, Kittel, Ba udissin, Strack
and Deli tzsch which controverted t he t heory as held by Reuss

and

followed Hupfeld in an analysis, holding the priestly-code to

be

(F) prior to the Deuteronomico
In the last important work of criticism i n t h e 19t h century,
The Higher Criticism
summation:

of~

Hexateuch, Briggs wrote the following
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These more recent i nvestigations have
gre atl y enriche d our knowledge of the earlier strata i n the documents. This is the
field in v.h ich critic ism will hereafter gain
its greatest triumphs and reap its ch oicest
fruits. It is delicate, intricate end difficult work, and yet it is necessary that it
should be done c Only i n this way can we now
prove t h e antiquity of the le gislation. It
is clear that the present code is a complex
of legislation, some parts of which h ave been
te.ken from earlier codes, other p arts being
a codification of traditio n al liturgy and
usage.
I t is necessary not only to distinguish
E and P, but also to distinguish pl and p2.
It is a lso necessar y t o distinguish nl and
n2, Jl and J2, El and E2, and thus the problem of pentateuchal criticimn becomes complex and extremely intricate.57
This showed that Briggs did not fully accept the Graf-Wellhausen
t heor y but held that some of the legislation was v·ery old.
accept the late

~Titing

He did

of th e F document as come from exilic

or

post-exilic time s.
Criticism in

~

Twentieth Century.

Criticism in the t wen-

tieth century ha s been carrying forth the theories already propolll!lded, but with some very serious reverberations to the development a l
hypothesis.

The twentieth century was characterized b y criticism

which ei th.e r furthered the microscopic partitioning of the Hexateuch
following the Graf-Kuenen-Wellhaus e n theory of dev elopment or took
serious objections to this t.heory.

Those of t he development posi-

tion began to speak of the various s rurces or strata of the

four

documents--J, E, D, P; thus, they referred to J, J 1 , J2; E, El,

E3; P, pl, p2, p3; D, nl,

n2,

E2,

n3.

Those who held to super-na turalism, of a sort 1 sought for an
earlie r dating of the documents than those Vvho strictl y

followed

30
Wellhausene

One of the critics who called himself an

evangelice.l

critic, Edward Koenig, dated the documents thus-: E, the Elohistic ..
Co

1200 B.

c.;

J, the Jehcvistic or Judean, c. 1000 B.

c.;

D,

the

;vriting found in me temple in ti1e time of Josiah, c. 700-650 B. C.;

P, called the priestly-code, c. 500 B. Co
But B. D. Eerdman took an opposite view from the development
theory and thought that the "material belonged to

four

different

stc.ges of' development, of' vhich the earliest is polytheistic,
latest monotheistic. "5 8

the

Eerdroan' s works were ;vri t ten not only

in

opposition to the documentary theory and analysis but also contrary
to the idea that the prophets came before the Pentateuch.
Wellhausen acknowledged that probably the strongest work against the development hypothesis wa s that of J. Dahse in which he
pointed out, by a study of divine names in the Septua gint following
the work of Harold M. Wiene r , a nd the use of the na mes
Jacob, · that the difference in usage of :naTnes ;;ms no

Israel

and

indication

of

literary sources.
There was a revival of a form of the f rs.gmentary theory under Hermann Gunkel, in The Sagas of Genesis, in which he introduced
the idea that the narratives were in reality

11

sagas" which had been

told over and over in ancien·(; times until associated with some

im-

portant character, such as Mos es •

a-

.All these stories centering

round each cha racter were gathered sometime before the prophets and
later written together into documents such as J or E vit1ich
joined together sti 11 later.

He taught that i:he individual

were
saga

or folklore was the unit and that ih ere could be no cha racteristics of a lleged documents.

In as much as this collecting of sagas
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was common to other nations also, it became a study in comparative
religi on, and is studied in archaeology.

Severa l prominent scho l ars

associated -themselves with Gunkel's the ory, incl uding Hugo Gressma.nn,
Bans Schmidt, Si gmund Mowi ncke l , and Max Haller.

This theory actual-

l y ran c ount er t o the very ground on wh i ch the other hypothesis
documents were built.

of

The theory never rece i ved a l ar ge f ollowi ng .

b ec ause it was too atomistic and lacked the un dergirding of 1 iterary support.

Its very existenc e in the realm of Higher Crit ici sm

s howed p l ain l y that silfle of the Pentateuch wa s not suffic i ently
different thr ough out to establish it as coming from four original
s ou1•ce s .
Rudo l ph Smend , r eopened ·bhe docLUnental anal ysis in a vvork of

1912.

He was a.n adv oc a t e of the Gr af- Kuenen- W
-ellhausen the ory

d id not try to overthrow the devel oprre nt idea b ut simp l y tried
s ho:: that t.here wa s a f i fth document ., which he called the

Jehovistic source .

Otto Eissfe l dt concurred and identified

and
to

other
the

fi rst J l a s the laity sour ce a.l'ld t.he second simply as J; thu s , he
h ad L., J ., E., D., P , in t he rr.a. i n besides t he smaller divi s ions f ound
in ec.ch document.

This was s ometimes referred to as the new doc u-

ment hypo the s i s alth ou gh it was i n rea li ilf an other form of the supp l ements of the devel opment hyp othe s is , wh ich could not exist apart
from s ome f orm of documents. ] a.nalys is . 59
I n this time of the re - examination of the who l e documentary
the or y ~

there we re seed i deas that if a ccepted would have de stroye d

the wh o le basis.

Max Loehr's re-investigation of the Pr iestl y-code ,

in 1924, bro ught him to tl-e conc l us ion that , tt'rhe existen ce of an
independent documa nt P i n Genesis •• •was an assumption th.a t rested
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up on error.

Instead Ezra had intr oduc ed int o our Hexateuch a v.r rit-

ing whi ch contained literary units of medium size.n60

On the other

hand, Ge r hard von Rad's study led him to believe that there were
really t wo i ndividual P writings , pa whi ch v;as of priestly-clerical
of

chara cter i stics and pb of c hr on ol ogie s.l , b io graphica l :rnaterial
l ater stage of devel opment.6 1

He r·e ware two important critic s g i v -

in g views on the P (pr i e s tly- code) diametric ally oppos i te t o tha t of
t:te main doc umentar y the or ies end espe cial l y as pertaining t o

the

deve lopment hypothe s is .
Si n ce the time that De Wette exp ounded the tbeory that

the

Deuter on omy code was written just be fo r e the r efor m of J os i ah, this
was c ons i dered t he p i v ot poi nt of criticis m in determining the other
documents and t heir da t e of ori gin.
lar l y held this to b e true, and

The deve l opment theory particu-

ointe d t o the centre.lity of wor-

ship in Deute ronomy as fitting t..' lat phase of the devel opment

of

I sr a el 's re ligi ous life.

However , this position was s everly at-

tacked by later critics.

Johannes Rempe 1 c ont en ded in a wor k of

1,;14 that the editor of Deuteronomy had added the idea of centr.a lity of wor ship from Solomon ' s time.6 2

Haro l d Wiener , by furthe r ex-

amination c ame t o the c onclusion, i n 1920 t..'l-J.at
t e ronomy

cod e ~

it was n ot the Deu-

b ut t he H, or Holine s s code that was f ound in

temple a.nd br ought the reform under J osiah .

the

.And :,ret another -vi ew

was expressed by R. H . I{e:nne t t and ot hers , that Deuteronomy was of
exilic or i gi n in the l and of Palestine .
Rad in

Fi na l ly even Gerhard v on

1929 disputed the Deuteronomy cod e as be.s is of Jos iah 1 s re-

form .
Even the Elohistic document co..1te in for criticism by the
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critics.

Pa ul Volz a rd Wilhe l m Rudolph, i n their study of Gene si s ,

cam e to regard E a s a

11

l ater edi t i on of J, and possibly a product of

the Deuteronomic school.n63

Rudolph also attrib uted to J

t he

as

pr incipal document mos t of what had been held to be t he E sou r ce.
The Graf-Kuenen- Wellhausen theory was defended a nd e xpanded:
D. C. Simpson i n Pe ntateuch Criticism, 1924; By J. Mor genstern
~Oldest

Docume nt

of~

i n,

Rexateuch, 1927, in vvhich he proposed

ther e was a fifth docuinent call ed K, Kenite having b e en the

basis

of As a 1 s re for m;64 By R. H. Pfeiffer, an Introduc"bi on ~th e

Old

Testament, 1941, who brought forth an analysis to shmv that there
was an nsn document, from the n&me of Seir or South including Gen esis 1-:-11, except for the P document, a nd p arts of :14-38.
In

~

Inter;pre ter' s Bible both Gunkel and Gressman were cr it-

icized for havi ng ov erlooked,
the fact that the growth and development of
the national tradition had been conditioned
by political events--such a s for example,
the formation and extension of intertribal
confederacies--and to underestimate, theref ore the extent to which the articulation cf
the tradition had been a proc ess consciously
and deliberatel y undertaken.65
Doctor Simpson reasoned that if C-unke 1 a nd Gressman and those

v.n o

mcx:l ified trn farm of the fragme ntary hypothesis were right the examina.tion of the narrative of the Rexateuch as to style

11

would

not much more than an academic exercise, tt and further st a ted,
.And this was precisely what seemed to be
emerging from the c ritical efforts of
t wenty-fiv e years. Scholars h a d lost their
way in a kind of literary morass, their
work was in danger of degenerating into
pure irrelevancy, and seemed to the ordinary man to h ave brough ~ li ttle more than
intolerable confusion. 6

be

Simpson gave Smend e.nd. Otto Eissfe l dt credit for tr' ing

to

bring ord er out of the c onfusion, by a retu r n to the development t he ory &..nd the d o cument s; but said t h e ir order was " a rtif ic ial

in

the

extreme",67 and concluded that they had f ai led as had Gunkel, to rea liz e h ow t h e ex tra. 1nateri al

11

v.rhich does not be l on g to a ny of the nar-

r ative s in the i r or i g ina l form •• • had been c ondi tione d by p ol itic a l
and re ligiou s d ev elopments . 11 68

Si mps on felt that Wel l ha u sen

and

Edwar d feye r br ought the sol ut i on t o the prob l e m by taking into ac c ount the political an d r el i gious developments.

The r esu l t of tl1is

o.dded featu re was that they "mainta ined that the trad i ti on of
rael had ori g i na l ly known n othi n g of

f!.

journev to, o r of t h e

Is le.w-

g i v ing at Si na:d., but had to l d of the peop l e go i ng dir e c t l y to Kade sh
f rom the Red Sea. . n69

TI1ey wrote thus of J2 1 a na r r ative speaking of

Sinai and t h e northe rn en'Gran ce into Canaan and J l, a nerrative defi nite l y sou thern in con t en t , which r e c eive d elaborat i on before and

a.t t h e time of be i ng i nterwoven . 70

Their cone l us i o:n wa.s at

v ar i -

ance with t h os e of Budde , Smend and Pfeiffer , who held t h at J wa s
of ex is t e:n c e f ormer l y a s two i ndependent do cuments . 7l
The l ate st c ombined c rit ical wor k
Bi ble 1 1952, built s olid l y on the

11

as been The Interprete r 's

fr amework of t he Graf- Wellhau se n

hypoth e si s " , 7 2 wh os e au t hors he l d low r e gard fo r t."l e h i storicity of
t he Pe nta.te u ch.

For e xamp le J emes Muilenburg 1vrote•

Un t il re cen t t i mes, theref ore~ the ma jority
of scho l ars r..av e f elt impel led t o treat t he
a c c ounts i n t he Pentateuch a s unre liab l e t o
a c onsid e rable de gr ee fo r the hi s toric al per i od which they descr ibe ••• Today many s ch olars
r e c ogn iz e a s ubstan ti al amount of genu i ne
his t oric al ma ter ia l for s u ch a peri od as t he
age of t h e patri arch s • •• Yet i t i s i mportant
n ot t o exagger ate t he s itua t i on as we me e t
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i t in the Pentat euch. It is obvious ••• that
the point of view of the compilers has le ft
its stamp upon their compilations ••• rt is
not too much to say, however , that al l the
sources, late as well as early, preserve an
appreciable amount of ancient and trustworthy
tradition. 73

But all has n ot been smooth on the sea of criticism, e.s indicated by recent articles in current wagazines.

A sample of the doubt

of the wh ole position was reflected by a statement of E. L • .Allen in
the " Review of Religion" who ;vr ote, "A scho ol has ari sen in Scandinavia that accuses Wellhausen of importing Hegelian dialectic into
the st udy of the 0. T. and pr op oses to undo all that has been done
under his guida nce. u74

This was voiced by a man considered as

a

higher critic of standing and published by the Columbia University
Press.

D.

Summa ry and Conclusion

Criticism of the Pentateuch before the reformation was from
without the Church and Judaism and indulged in for the purpose
confirming the critic's own philosophy or religion.

of

The Refoi.'"IIlation

laid the foundation for criticism of the Bible by bringing the

re-

lease from the dominant authority of the Roman Catholic Church. However, the reformers were so concerned over the theological issues
that ihe;y had little time for critic a l study.

The modern criticism

of the Pentateu ch a ctually commenced with Carlstadt in 1521,

but

received little attention until two hundre d years ag o when As true
showed to the world his division of Genesis ac cording to s upposed
original documents, based on the variation in use of divine names.

During the past tvm centuria s h i gher critic ism has passed through
seven ma jor hypotheses, b e sides the mi nor theories, but the higher
criti cs have not be en able to agree on the ana l ysis of the Pentateuch into concrete documents nor to settl e on a proven hypothesi s.
Th ough most Biblical scholars who dis regar d Mos aic auth or shi p of the
Pentateuc h, a ccept some form of th e documentary the ory of the relationship of J, E, D, P, yet trere is wide var i ance and disagreement
as to V<l'1.at cons titute the docume nts and their dates.

Late cri tieism

has be e n pushing the da tes of the documents ear lie r , locating other
documents, and have sown seed ideas that would in reality un:iermine
the whole documentary theory.

The Graf-Kuenen-Wellhausen Develop-

mental hypot hes is being the domi nant theory of the mid-twentieth century has underg one seriou s doubts, because of the g re at ar cheologi c al
disco-veries of this cen tury , which point to a contradiction
develop:rrent theory.

of

the

I n the light of th is the critic E. L. Allen sa id

of modern students ,
They wi ll be impressed by the fact that biblical stud ies resemble n othing so much as
one of those troub lesome coun tries in <hi ch
rebellion b reaks out as soon as a stable
regime has been established. Today, for example., ·we are far less confident than we were
a g ene rat io n ago that all problems of Pentateuchal criticism ar e to be s olved in terms
of J , E..; D, P, with or with out numerals a tt ached. 15
Conclusion.

l\!uch of the work of higher criticism has b een

based upon t he rationalism of Hobbes and the revolut i onary philosophy of Hegel.

Especially he. s the development hypothesis been built

on Hege lian philosophy, whi ch rejects all super-natural i sm.
were those, such a s Char l a s

There

Briggs , wh o ac cepted the lite rary anal-
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ysis and d ocumental arrangement of the developmental hyp othesis but
at the same time he l d to supe rnatur a li sm , wh ich is a contradiction.
Some of t h e ana l ysis of Destructi v e Eigher Criticism was done
orde r to fit i nto preconceived hypotheses
methods.

v;

ithout following

in
cler.r

An examp le of s uch was Bri ggs co:rmr.ent of ,
Wel lhau sen, like Kuenen, at t acks the historic a l cha r a cter of th e Pentateuch, denies the
supernatural element, and reconstructs in
the most arbitrary manner ••• 76

Others followed c ertain rrethods of crit ic i s m for investigation an d
a ttempted to stand b;r the results o f the i n quiry; these methods have
been discussed in chapt er III.
The words of Professor Zenos are appropriate to close
ch apte r ,
The theories wh ich have come into vogue have
v a ried so much and changed s o rapidly, that
for any of them to claim this exclusive right -to furnish the basi s of u se--is p remature and
arr ogant.77

this

CHAPTER III

HISTORICAL SURVEY OF THE :METHODS OF HIGHER CRITICIS_.

This chapter has given a survey of the methods used by certain
Higher Critics to investigate the authorship- time of writing_
sources of !11..aterials, of the Bible.

and

The ch apter h as also covered the

lines of inquiry that these critics endeavored to follow a nd the origin and development of t he methods or principles used.

A.

The Lines of Inquiry

Doctor Charles Briggs, a foremost critic of the 19th centuryJ
stated that there were clear lines of inqu iry esttlbli s hed by

the

critics of non-Biblical literatures "before the higher crit.:.cism of
the Scriptures had f a irly be gun.rt78

Doctor Briggs gave Du P in, the

learned Roman Catholic scholar, whom he calle d the ma ster liter ary
ori t ic of his time, credit for a clear statement of t hese questions
of inqu iry.

Du Pin had formulated these lines of inq iry in

work of 1691 on ecclesi a stical ~Titingso79

his

Briggs gave the follow-

ing synopsis of t he ques t ions phrased by Du Pin, that were
determined in any criticism of an cient writings:
(1) As ·bo the Integrity of the Writings. U
the writing the v,rork of a single a uthor or
is it a collection of writings of different
authors '? Is it in its original condition,
or has it been edited or interp olated by
later writers? Can the parts be discrimate d,
the original form of writi n g determine d , and

to

be
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the differe nt s t ep s i n interpol ation and editing traced?
(2) As to the Authenticity of the Writing. Is
·the writing anonymous, pseudonymous, or does
it bear the author 's name? If the author 's
name is given, is the tit l e genuine or is it
forgery? ~fu at reliance can be pla ced upon
traditio n with regard to the au thor sh i p of
an onymous writi ngs ?
(3 ) As to Literary Features? v~lhat is the sty le
of the au th or , his method of comp osition? .lha. t
literar y f orm does he assume , poetry or pr ose ,
e.nd ·what variety of these general f orms'?
(4) As t o the Credibility of the Writings.
Is the Viri ti ng reliab le ? Do its statements
accord v.d. t h the tru)G h or are they co l ored snd
warped by prejudice, superstitio n , or reliance
upon insufficient or unworthy testimony? ~"'lh e.t
char a cte r does the au th or bear as to pruden c e 1
g ood j u d gme nt ~ fairness , i n tegrity, and critical s agaci ty? 0 0
In '\'>hat measure these were taken from Du Pin's wor k and then
enlarged up on by Doc tor Briggs i t was imp ossib l e to determine without the primary sour ce to examine .

These were present ed as bei ng

the st a.n:ia.rd questions of i nvestigation used by high er criti c s, bo t h
se cular and Bibli c a l. from the beginning of t he 17t.b cent ury to the
present.
The question of t h e integrity of a writing h a s been hand led
by both Lower and Higher Criti cisrr. but the di f feren ce vras i n
apprcach to the prob lemo

La~rer

·che

Criti c ism tried to determine what i n-

terpol at ions there might be by means of c ompar isons of exist i ng texts;
however Highe r Criticism tri ed to determine ·the answer by the interna. l evidence. to discover if writings s howed t he mar kings of mor e
than one suth or , or we re t ampered. with , or editedo

These were l e -

g;itirnate inquiries into literary wo r ks where there was suffic ie nt
;vr i ting an d hi st or y t o set up a. standard of compa.rison end c ont r ast .
This was a tremendous task that needs mor e than s uppos i t i on , impli-

cations, or circumstm1ti nl evidence to bring in all the solutions. It
was an assumption on the part of Du Pin tro.t there was enough histo:rical data to determi ne these p oin ts of inquiry i n regard to any writing.

There were a ctually only two sources of obt ain i ng the an s wers

to t h e questions, nanely external or internal,

Of course, authenti-

c ated extern al sources would have been of i:rmne a sur able value in any
research connected wi th t he Bible.

However, Zenos' statffinent on ex-

ternal evidence must stand,
But the value of this principle ( external h istory) is lost when we take into account the
fact that such tes t:i.mony is avail ab le onl y i n
rare instan ces with reference to ancient and
medieval literary productions, and is utter ly
lacking as far as the books of the Bible are
concerned. History, as far as it is external
to these books, tells us nothing directly a bout their origin. .As far as it throws light
indirectly on the periods and regions within
which the y may have originated, it is not wi thin t he scope of cri ticism but of ,a rcheol ogy t o
examine the information se c ured. 81
As the cr i tics did not have external evidence on wh ic h t o i nvesti gate
the Bible, especi ally the Pentateuch, it was necessary to rely entire ly on internal evidence .

Doc tor Briggs spoke of external evidence

concerning the different books of the Bible but in so doin g he

re-

ferred to the use of silence of one b ook of the Bible as to material
in another and this was essentially internal evidence fo r the Pentateuch and, in fact, the Bible must be considered in total.

In this

study any reference between books of the Bib l e was c onsid ered interna l.

B.

The Origin of the Principles of Hi ghe r Criticism

Higher Criticis m and its me thods of i nqu iry first appeared in

the s ecular field, in connection wi ih classical and ecclestiastica.l
writings.

Although Higher Criticism became a lmost synonomous

wi~h

a

n ega tiv e critic a l approach t o the Old Testament Introduction, actually Higher Critic is m and Bibli cal Hi gher Criticism were t wo different
fields of study , t he latter hav ing been built on the former.

As Zen-

os explained it,
There may exist and a ctually exists a
Higher Criticism of the cla ssics, of the
Ve das , of the patristic literature, etc. It
is !l ot alway s known under ihe same name, but
a l ways has the same ends in view, v iz., the
discover y of the facts r egarding the origin,
form, and v al us of the writings under examination in each case. Naturally its application has depended somewhat on t he nat ure of the special s phere in which it has
been made; and the results have di ff ered
very much, a cc ording to the amount and kind
of evidence in exi st ence i n each ca.se.82
Higher Criticis m arose in the secular field to determine the valid ity
of the a uthorship, ma terial used, and data as given in the writi ng s
of antiquity.

'There can be no objection to legitirr.ate inquiry into

the form, the origin and value of literary productions.
were the criteria on vth ich the cri tic is m wa s b a se d'?

Bu t vmat

Several of the

critics mentioned that the principJs s have been used by scholars in
the examination of other writings of an tiquity.

Doct or Edward Gray,

who made a thorough study of criti cism, wro te of the fi rst critic ism
of the scriptures by Carlsbad, tha t it was

11

of the s ort vlo.ich human-

ists of Renascence had already app lied to classical literature". 83
Doctor Briggs put g re a t stoc k in t he p ri nciples, saying,
These lines of evidence are used in the Hi gher Criticism of a ll kinds of literatu.r e. They
were tested and verified in the study of Gree k
and Roman literat ure , en d of the eccle si astic a l
;vriters of the Church, l ong before any Bibl i cal

scholar usef them in his studies of Holy
Scripture. 84
The author was not able to find primary sources of E:ighe r Grit icism
of the type that Doctor Briggs mentioned to ascertain if the methods
had been "verified" in the u se in that field of inquiry.
Briggs gave two examples of the application of
non-Blblical literaiure:

~~ese

Doctor

principles

to

First, in regard to showing that the Apos-

t les' Creed was a developed creed rather than from the hands of the
Apostles; Second l ;y , in Bentley's investigati on of Epistles of Phalaris, showing that it was a late forgery.

However, both of these

investigations vvere carried on after Biblical criticis m had been established, the f onner in

lf377 and the latter in 1 883.

Two quotes from well establishe d re putable literary critics
of the secular litera iure of today showed that it
th at the pr i nciples have been verified .

as questionable

1'b.e t wo eminent critics,

Rene Welles 911d .Aust-ln Vlfarren, wrote in t he Theory of Literature,
Vith m~ny authors the question of a cannon of their work arises.
The eighteenth century discovered that a large part of v.h at had
been included in printed editions of Chau cer's
work ••• cannot be Chaucer 1 s aut h entic work.
Even today the canon of Shakespeare's work is
far from settled. The pendulum seems to have
swung to the other extreme from the ti me when
August Wilhem Schelggel ar gued with strange
confidence t hat all the apocrypha are Shakespeare's g enuine work. Recentl y , J. M. Roberts on has been the most outstanding proponent
of the "disintegration of Shakespeare", a view
whi ch wou ld 1 eave Shakespeare wi ih 1 itt le more
than the authorship of a few scenes in the
best-known play s. ,According t o this s ch ool
of thought, even Julius Caesar and i;ll_e Merchant
of Venice are supposed to be nothi ng but a.
hotchpot ch of passages by Ma rlowe , Green, Pee le,
Kyd, and several other playwrights of the time.
Roberts on 1 s me thod consists largely in tracing little verbal tags, discovering inconsis-
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tencies and litere.ry parallels. The me·Ghod
is extremely uncertain and willful •
•
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Similar difficulties arise in attempts
to ascert a in au thor ship where, in tt.~. e absence
of external evidence, e. definite traditional.
manner and uniform style make detection extremely difficult ••• Gudny Yule, a statistician and actuary, has used vc:t;,r complex me.themetical methods to study the vocabulary of
wri tars 1 ike Thomas A . Kemp i s i n order to
establish the common au thor ship of several
manuscripts. Stylistic methods, if patiently developed, can supply evidence which
though falling short of complete certainty, n1skos identification highly probable.85
These two critics, at least, did not feel that the principles gave
sound analysis in all cases of application.

They also warned against

criticism rmich inconsequential criteria assumed regular repe·bition to
be inconsistent parallels.

They also gave evidence that the principles

?:ere applicable only Ymere there were "several manuscripts" from l'lhich
to glean a style of writing.

And then, the results were only "probable".

In order to find the solutions to the questions of inquiry, Du
Pin worked out a series of four principles or methods.

·whether this

v:as tr.e first attempt to set up established rules for finding the i'aots
needed to answer the questions was not certa in.

The

st~

and substance

of these principles has been used by critica of the Old Testament even
unto today.

Du Pin felt ori tic ism of e_ncient writings to be very im-

portant as sean by the following paragraph:
Critioiam is a kind of torch, tha J.:; 1 ights
and conducts us in w.e obscure trects of
antiquity, by meking: us to distinguish truth
from fe.lsehood, history from falsehood, history from fable, and antiquity from novelty.
It is by this means, that in our times we
have diseng~ed ~lrselves from a definite
number of very common errors, into which our
fa.fuers fell for want of examining things by
the rules of true criticism. For 'tis a sur-

pr:ts:tng thing to consider how many spurious
books we find in antiq ui tBl nay, even in the
first ages of the Church.
From this statement i t was se en that Du Pin formula ted the principles
to tell the true vvritings from me false, not to disect writings
to deter mine tr.e sources the au thor or ru thors used.

or

Furth ermore, he

dealt with writi ng s t h at could be tested by comparison and c ontrast
with current works .

Du Pin did not apply his pri ncip:!.es to t he Bible.

When asked why he did not apply these principles to the Pentateuch,
Du Pin repli e d;

.A man may ;.s;ay, that all th ese rules
·which I have laid down, are convi ncing a.nd
probable in different degrees, but that the
sovereign and principal rule is the judgment of equity and prudence, which instructs
us to balance the reasons of this and 'other
side, in distinctly considering the conjectures that are made of both sides. Ncr# this
is the general rule of Rational Criticism
and we abuse all t he rest if we do n 't chiefly make use of thi s ••• Moses was author of
the first five b o oks of fue Pe~tateu ch (except sundry interpolations) ••• 7
The f irst pri nciple set up by Du Pin concerned with the internal evidences whic h pointed to t he time i n which it mi ght have been
written.
Time.

Time is one of the most certai n

pr oof~For nofuing more evide ntly shows that

a book cannot belong to t hat time wherein it
is pretended to have been written, than vvnen
we find in it s ome marks of a later date.
These marks 11 in the first plac e , are false
dates; for 'tis an ordina!)y thin g for L~
posters , that are generally ignorant, to
date a book after the death of the author
to whom they ascribe it, or the person t o
whom they ascribe it, or of the person t o
whom it is dedicated, or written; and even
·when they fix the tirre right, yet they often
mistake in the names of t he consuls, or in
s orne other circumstances; All which are in-
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vincible proofs that he that dated this book
did not live at that time. Secondly, i mpostors very often speak of men tr1a.t lived long
after the death of t.l}ose persons t o whom they
attribute those spurious dis c ourses, or they
speak of history of some passages that happened afterwards, or they speak of cities am
people that were unknovm at the time , when
those authors wrote , ••• or lastly, they cite
authors that wrote an d lived after those whom
the y make to mention them.88
This was a sound principle when used under proper conditions and
without bias.

In order to use this principle at its true ve.lue one

would have to k n ow the history of the whole peri od very well from
external sources that were positive.

No author can be called

"forger" on circumstantial evidence, bias, or supposition.

a

This wa s

a principle that could be used when all the fa cts were in and

not

until then.
Style.

Du Fin's second principle was c oncerned with the st yle

of the writings;
In short, stile is a sort of touchston e ,
that discovers the truth of falsehood of
books; because it is impossible to imitate
the stile of any author so perfectly as that
there will not be a great deal of difference.
By th e stile, we are not only t o understand
the bare words and terms which are easily
imitated; but also the turn of the discourse,
the manner of writing, the e locution, the
figures, and the methcd: All which particulars, it is a difficult ma.tter so to counterfeit as to prevent a discovery. There are,
for instance, certain authors, whose stile
is easily known, and whi c h it is a impossible
to imitate: We ought not, however, alway s to
reject a book upon a slight difference of
stile, without any other proofs; because i~
often happens that authors write differently,
in different times: Neither ought we L~ed
iately to receive a book as genuine, upon the
bare resemblan ce of stile, when there are
other proofs of its being spurious; because
it may so happen, t hat an ingenious man may
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sometimes counterfeit the stile of an author,
especially in discourses ·which are not very
lon g. But the difference and resemblance of
stile may be so remarkable sometimes , as to
be convincing proof, either of truth or falsehood. 89
From the phrasing of this principle it was clear that Du Pin did not
have refere nce to making distinctions be t ween the portions of a book
but in the comparison of one work to several other books of known authorship.

Du Pin meant that an author 's style could be mad e probable

from his known works and this standard then be used to judge unknown
or questionable wor ks.

Even with this thought in mind he recognized

that some authors vary a great deal in writing and that therefore it
was not sure evidence of variation of authorship.

He stated that

there it must be a remarkable difference to be "convincing proof" of
fals e hood or pseudonymous writing .
Vievpoints and Opinions.

DuPin's third principle dealt wi t h

the vievvpoints and opinions expressed in a b ook or dis c ourse, or the
way of expressing a concept.
The opinions or things contained in a
book, do li kewise dis cov er the forgery of
it: (l) VV11en we find some opinions there,
that were not maintained till a long time
after the author, wh os e name it bears . (2)
When we find some terms made use . of, to
explain these doctrines, ~nic h were not customary till after his dea th.
(3) When the
author opp oses errors, as extant in his own
time, that did not spring up t'ill afterwards.
(4) Wh en he describes cer emonies , rites and
cust oms that were not in use in his time.
(5) When we find some opini ons in these s purious discourses, that are c ontrary to those
that are to be found in other books, whi ch
unquesti onably be long to tmt author. (6)
lJiJhen he treats of matters that v-.ere never
spoken of in the time m. en the real eu thor
was alive. (7) 1\lhen he relates historie s
that ar e manifestl y fabulous.90
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When facts of this c h ara cter 'Nere established by exa c t comparison
wi t h o-ther known wr i tings by the supp os ed author and with well e stablish e d opinions, v iewpoints, and c onc eptions in historically authenticated wri tings , the intern a.l e vidence certainly rai sed qu es tions as t o the authorship and inte grity .

These facts of viewpoint

and op inion a re sub j e ctiv e in character and very difficult to substantiate as Du Pin vou ched.
actually two main things:

Under this one principle he covered

Fir s t , the ideas of a writer and the man-

ner in which he expre s sed them--(1) (2) and (5);

Sec ondly , another

phase of the historical aspe c t of -the writ ing under (3) (4) and (7)o
External Pr oofs.

Du Pin's fourth princip le was based

on

e xternal evidence, such as t he citati on or la c k of citat i on , cal led
silen ce, by the vmrks of other known authors.
The exte rnal pro ofs are, in the first
place taken from ancient manuscripts; in
wh ic h either we do n ot find the n ame of an
author! or e ls e we f ind that of another!
The mor e ancient or cor re ct they are , the
more we ought to va lue them. Second ly,
from the testimony or silence of ancient
auihors; fro m their testimony, I say, when
th ey formal ly reject a writi ng as spurious,
or when they attribute it t o some other author; or from their silence when they do not
speak of it, though the y h ave occas i on to
ment ion it: This argument, wh ich is commonly called a negative on e , is oftentimes of
very great we i ght. ·when, for example , we
find, that several ent ir e books which are
attributed t o one of the an c ient s, are unkn own to all antiquity: VJhen all those persons that have sp oken of the ~Drks of an
author, and besides, have w~de c atalogu e s
of them, never mention suc h a par ticu lar
discourse: Vfuen a book that would have been
servi ceable to the Catholics has never been
cited by them, who both might and ought to
have cited it, as having a fair occasion to
do it, 'tis ext reme l y probabl e that it is
s upposititious . It is v e ry c er tai n t hat this
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is en ough to make any book doubtful, if it
was never cited by any of th e a ncients; and
i n that case i t must have very au t he nt i k
chara c ters of an tiquity • be fare it ought to
be received wi thout contradic tion . And on
the other hand, i f there sho'Uld be never so
fe w conjectures of its not be i ng genuine,
yet these, together wi th the silence of the
an c ients, will b e sufficient to obli ge us to
believe it t o be a forgery.91
As Du Pin gave t he princ iple it referred then to eviden ce shown by
the c itation of the writ i ng in question in the listings of ·works by
anc ie nt catalogers.

It was noted that he had in mind wh ole wor ks

and not individual paragraphs, or sections of any work.

The imp or -

tance given to the silence of cataloge rs on the r e fe ren ce of any work
was only credited if the si l enc e was total a nd it was c ertain that
there was a genuine reas on f or listing the wor k al ong wi th other s.
If there was total silen ce and r eason for beli eving it should have
been liste d the result was not positive proof of its non-existence
or work of another author but yielded only implications o

It is read-

ily se en that the principle in this form was not adaptable to Biblic al criti c ism for there were no lists of books in th e time of
Pen tateuch o

the

The whole of the Pe ntateu ch was included in the ear liest

catal ogues on rec o rd.

c.

The Ad option of These Princ i p les by
Bibli cal Higher Criticism

Since there wer e no external sou r c e s by which to judge the
Pentateuch the self-assuming Hi gher Criticis m of de stru ctive nature
rested entirely on the supposed inter na l eviden c e.
Pentateuch al

The ca se

of

criti c ism rested then on formulating the evid en ces for

or against the a cc epted traditional position of Mosaic authorship,
and its ne c essary ti me ele:rrent.

This Higher CriUcism attempted to

use the exi sti ng principles of c riticism in determining the phenomena
wh ich served as a basis for formin g an estimate of the author ship,
date, and histcrical setting of the Pentateuc h.

Th ey adopted

methods of inquiry in such a manner as to p oint out
nomena.

~No

the

t ype s of phe -

First, the more formal structural phenomena of diction, style ,

and phraseology ; an d secondly, that of substantive character as historical content, theological concepts, an d al l usions t o rites
ceremon i es .

and

Ac t u ally Biblic al criticism did n ot adopt verbatim i:he

principles as exp ressed in forme r criti c ism nor did the cri t:i. cs of
the Bible app l y in totality in the beginning the manner of i nvestigation whi ch the humani st had applied to the classi cal writings and
Du Pin to the e cclesiastical.

The reason s for this were self-evi-

dent , ma:i.nly b e c au s e th e Pentateuch as re ceived , was a unit set
part by itself.

a-

The most na tural way wou l d have been to compare Gen-

esis with Exodus, Gene sis-Exodus with Leviticu s, and the res ult with
Deuteronomy.

Second ly, there was the fa ct that th e Bi ble wa s nsac-

red" gr ound for the pub lic and criti cism had t o advance slowly to
keep from the ·w-rat h of an out raged people e

Biblical c riti c ism de-

vel op ed its own pa ttern of investi gation along the same vein as the
former cr it icis m but advanc ed s lowly at first in application of critical me th ods .

The me thods for d iscovery of the twofold phen omena

evolved in thr ee phases were . :
to the language and stu l e;

The l i t erary method, whi ch pertained

The historical me t h od, wh ic h dealt wi th

the historical features; and the th e olog ical me thod, v,h i ch was based
on the characteristi cs of theo l ogi cal core epts and t heir deve l opme nt. 92
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'1'hese three methcx'i s are s ome ti mes called arguments for t he results

to whic h they lead, and they may be call ed indiscriminately methods
or s.rgume m:;' s . 1'03
·/

The au tho r found it ne cessary to depe nd lar ge l y on

the study of t re methods made by Pr ofess or Zenos, of McCormick T'neological Sem inary , for an expl anation of the methods of c riticism.
Profess or Zenas wr ot e i n the preface of 1895,

11

To t he author's know-

ledge there is n o singl e trea t ise in which a simpl e exp os it ory

and

non-c ont r oversia 1 at·bempt i s me..d e to describ e the science and art of
th e Higher Cri'bicism. n94
~

Li terar;y .Argument.

The following exp lanation of this ar-

g;ument was base d mainly on Professor Zenas' study.
This is based, • • • on qualities of expressi on .
It s fundamental principJ.e is t ha t an author
will be c onsistent wit h himse lf in t he u se
of words, idioms , phras es , an d figures of .
spe e c h ••• It is well known that every l i te r ary man devel op s peculiarities , sometimes
more and sorneti me s l es s marke d, but always
real and per ceptible , v.hi ch betray h is p ersonal ity in his work ••• Without an effort to
c onceal his identity he must ne c es sarily exhibit those traits which distinguish him
fro m all other au thor s. 95
Profess or Zenas sing led out thre e s pe ci fi c areas of literary features:
1. With reference to th e use of words
the general principle is, of course, that
out of the mass of vocable s in any language
each individual has at co~mand only a l imited number; that the vocabulary of no t wo
individuals is precisely th e same, and that
each one re c urs to his own voc abulary, choosing his own favorite wards out of the lis JG
of their syn onyms.96
He explained furfue r that an author has the hab it of expre ssing his
co ncepts wi th ce r tai n synonyms to t he exclusion of others.

Al so that

the usual writer develops the h a b it of "usi ng words i n peculiar senses
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not warranted by their etymology or his to~ ice.l usage.

The nu.rnber of

words that any si ngl e person is likel:l to divert in t h is Inanner from
their proper use is ordinari l y very s mal l. 11 97
2. Another fi e ld wm re characteristics
are apt t o b e developed i s that of idi oms e.nd
phr ases . Every language has its stock of gram ma tical constructions different from norma l and
natural 3 and therefore called idiomatic ••• pe culi ar to that l anguage. And as in the use of
words of lan guage, s o als o i n the us e of its
idioms, no t wo pers on s hav e t he same s ki ll or
follow the same mode of pro cedure ••• But in
whatever wey one has come to use the m, or whatever his me thod of using them, it gives distinctiveness to the result of his writing and
furnishes the c ritic with a basis of operati ons in e stablishing his identity.98

3· Still another field where individual
characteri s tic s are apt to show thems e lv e s in
literary work is the rh e torical quality of the
style. There is real differen ce b etween the
tend encies of diffGrent me n in the matter of
t he use of rhetorical fi gures. One is s.ddicted to the use of inverted order in the construction of his sentences; anoth er to frequent p arentheses; another to abrupt trans-itions; another t o repetition of the same
thought in differe nt words in two or more
cons e cutive sentences expressive of different thoughts ••• And ·within the sphere of
these peculiarities developed by each much
difference wil1 be discerned by the careful
student of style ••• rt scarcely needs to be
sa id that all c haracteristics are observed
and recognized not as individual traits of
style merely, but in their various and
chara cteris tic combinations.99
This seemed to have been a stan3.ard explanation of t he literary me thod with its attendant ramifications, as it has b een de ve loped in both
se cular and Biblical criticism.

Carlstadt was the connecting link be -

t ween criticism applied by t he humanists and the criticism of the Bible,
and his criticism was based on the style of writing in the Pentateuch,lOO
as seen by the

foll~Ning

excerpts from his writings:
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Ther efore the painstaking reader who
weighs within himself with a true judgmen t
the books of au-thors, will finally discern
what value the style has, i n order that he
may form a conje ctu r e ••• for ve rily I think
that it is impossible to trac e an author by
style, unless I have previ ous knowledge of
oth er volumes by the sam e author .lOl
However Carlstadt included mor e under the term s t'l;le than did Du Pin
or Zenas and others as seen by the following ,
For th e style of a treatise includes
not the ·wor ds alone, but the rna tter and the
op inions--that is, the soul of the wo rds;

••• 102
As Doctor Gray commented, Carlstadt was far ahead of h is time in this
attempt at criticism on th e basis of style.

The beginning us e of the

Hterary me thod in Higher Criticism is usually accredited to Jean Astrue's analysis of Genesis according to Divine names.

~Jo

evidence

has be en found t o show that Astruc adopt e d the lit erary a rgu.ment as
i t existed in his day and applied it

11

in totou to th e Pentateuc h., His

reasons propounded f or his t heor y of documents in Genesis were four:

1.)

Gene sis c ontains striking repetitions
of t he same events, e . g ., the cr eation , the
flood, 2. ) God is d e signated by two different names, Elohim (Dieu) whic h indicates ti1at
He is the supreme Be ing, and Jehovah (L'Eternal ) , the name whi ch expr e sses His essen ce,
3.) This distinction appears only in Genesis and the first two chapters of Exodus •••
Certain events ar e re lated in Genesis befor e others although they took pla c e later.l03

4.)

Astruc actually made his document analysis on the basis of the
number (2) as given above, that is, the vari a tion in use of Divine
names, which was only a very limited, modified form of the literary
principle.

I f he knew of the principle as set forth by Du Pin

Carlstadt he g ave littl e evidence of it.

or

The real intent of Astruc's
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I

application of criticism v.as to defend the Mosaic authorship of the
Pentateuch in the face of Spinoza's denial.

Professor Zenos said of

.Astruc's work, "The importan c e of .Astru'c work consists not so muc h
in the discovery of nev1 facts, or in the use of nev1 princip:W s,

as

in the consistent application of these pri nciples in constructing a.
theory. 11 104

From the facts at hand, this appeared to be an over-

statement, for strictly speaking , Astruc did not apply all the principles of former criticism but just th e one on st-yle in a restricted
sens e .

.As Doctor Briggs, who was of his crv<m school of criticism,

c riticized his efforts,

11

His analysis is i n some respects too me-

cha nica.l ••• He relies also too much upon the different uses of

the

Divine names, and too little upon variations in style, language ,
and narra.tive.'1105

.After .Astruc div i ded Genesis into vv'n.at he called

A and B, the original sources which he supposed Moses used, he found
that the analysis did not fit for all of Genes is.

The following ga.vo

his own vie w at trying to resolve the difficulties before him,
As I pro ceeded, I perceived that yet
more records must be admitted. There are
certain passages in Genesis, in the description of the De luge, for example 1 where the
same things are repeated up to three times.
Since the name of Gcd is not employed in
these passages, and there is in consequence
no reason to assign them to one of the first
two records, I thought that I ought to pla ce
these third repetitions under a third column
C, as be longing to a third record c•••
There are still other records, ·where sim.:. '
ilarly the name of God is not used, and which
consequently do not belong to e ither the column A or the column B.lo6
"Altogether, he found gr ounds for thinking that fragments of no less
than ten minor do cuments were traceable in Genesis, in addition to the
Elohim and Jehovah records. nl07

Astruc's first reason for the analy sis has become commonly
known as the

11

doublet theory 11 e.nd had no counterpart in the former

literary critic ism.

His second and third reasons were a crude ad-

aptation of Du Pin's second principle on style, for Astruc did not
have a source exte rnal to the Pentateuch far a comparison of style.
Johann Eichhorn furthered me literary argument and called
his wor k "higher criticism", insisting that all the Old TestamenJG
must undergo the test, saying,
Already, long ago schola.rs have sought
to determine the age of anonymous Greek and
Roman writings now from their contents, · and
then since these are often insufficient for
an investigation of this k ind, from their
language. They have also by the same means
separated from ancient wo rks pieces of later
origin, which by accidental circumstances
have become mingled wi th the ancient pieces.
And not until the wri t:i ngs of the Old Testament have been subjected to the same test
can any one assert wi th confiden ce that the
sections of a book all belong in reality to
the author whose name is prefixed.108
Eichhorn wrote in the preface to his second e dition of Introduction
to the Old Testament:
. I am obliged to give the most pains to
a hitherto entirely unworked field, the investigation of the internal c on dition of the
particular writings of the Old Testament by
help of the Hig;her Criticism (a new name to
no Humanist).l09
With these thoughts in mind, Eichhorn divided Genesis and Exodus 1
and 2 trying to confirm and correct the labors of Astruc, but he also,
11

pointed out the fact that the sections of Genesis in which the names

of Jehovah and Elohim -v:rere respectively used were characterized
other differences of style.nllO
of these linguistic variations:

by

Doctor George Adam Smith quoted some
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The passages which use Elohim speak of Him as
11
creating 11 the world, and talk of 11 the beasts
of the earth"; the passages which usually employ the name Je.hweh speak of him as 'maki ng
or formin g' the world, and talk of ithe beasts
of the field 1 • These are but two instances
out of many: Eichhorn had struc k a line of
differences too numerous and too dis tinctiv e
to prove fallacious.lll
Eichhorr1 extended the documentary division on this principle of style
to the whole of the Pentateuch.

The critics who followed him in de-

velopment of the documental hypothesis and als o the fragmentary, for
the most part , used the one principle of variation in Divine narres.112
Throughout this whol e periai, up to ear ly 19th cenwry , the critic ism
was based on ihe assumption that variation in Divine names me ant different original do cuments and therefore from t he ma terial arrond t h ese
name s an ana l ysis could be made of the styl e .

The companion theory of

"doublets or triplets" was also expanded from the original suggestion
by .Astruc, though nothing was found to prove they were double narratives rather than the custom of Oriental repetition.
The Historical Argument.
The fundamental pr inciple of the form of
reasoning in thi.s J:T\Sthod or e.rgument is that
conteunpor aneous history is naturally reflected
and expressed in ihe writings emanating from
any age ••• the unconsc ious appearance of the
traces of the environment ••• It may be analyzed
into several subordinate arguments as follows:
1. The facts and institutions of contemporaneous history are reflected in the literary
products of any per iod.ll3
2o A second form of the historical argument rnay be called the argument from anachronism. An anachronism is a confusi on in chronology by whi ch events are misplaced wi tl.1. reference
to one an other.114
~.
The third form of the historical argument is in· a certain sense t he counterpart of
the argumen t from anachronism, and consists in

using silence as the gr ound of inference.
The principle, very broad l y stated, is that
silence as well as expression is si gnificant.
This prin ci p le~ however, i n orde r to b e made
practically useful must be narr owed down very
much. The question must be asked , Of what is
silence significant ? The a nswer can be one of
three, sile nc e :rnay mea n (1) ign oran ce of the
fac ts in regard to which the author is silent,
or (2) indifference to them, or (3) design to
keep back or suppress the kno-.,r.rledge of them.115
The f our th form of the Hist o ri ca l Argmnent may be designated in general the Argument fr om Concinnity ••• And it may be used in
one of two ways , i. e., either destructively
or c onstructive l y . (1) in its simple st form
this consists in drawi ng inferences from confusi.an rrr Ci.is orde r in a liter ary urodu cti on .ll6
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(2) The c onstructive use of the argumen t from concinnity consists in th e dis covery not of d efec ts in the actual order, but
in the dis covery of possib l e order where there
is only apparent c onfu sion. It is vi r tually
the establishment of a ce nter or starting p oint,
and the successful g rouping about tha t ce nter
of the confused m;, terial ; or the tracing out
of a c ons is tent whole, b e ginning at the s tart ing po intJ17
De Wett e was the fi rst to co ng ruentl y supp l eme nt the literary
a r gument with t he h istori cal.

He made us e of the histori cal data

found in the Bi blic al b ooks by making inte rnal comparisons of fa cts
he discovered.

He devel oped -the supp lementa l the ory on t hese

two

p rinciples, hold ing that historical c omparisons shaNed that the Elohist document had been supplements d by o ther historical mat erial from
other sour ce s , probably on e or more J narratives.

De Wet te still

leaned heav ily upon t he literary argu.ment a.nd more especially

the

distinction of divine names.
W. Robe rtson Smith , a noted critic of the l ater par t of the
eighteenth century wro te of t he his torical method :
The historical method compares th e insti -
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tuti ons set f orth in -G he several c ode s wi th
the a ctual worldng i nstituti ons of Israel~
as we see t hem in the historical b ooks ; lliJ
Smith said that the first pe riod of Pentateuch critic is m, e nd ing with
Noldeke t s work of 1869 was built almost exclus i vely on literary
of evidence.

line

And that when the new school of criticism arose it had

the historical argument with whic h to test its theory of supplements,'
especially t hat t:re priestl y laws
teuch,.ll9

we~e . · later

than remainder of Penta-

He held that the historical argument s ealed that v.rhi ch had

been projected by the lite rar y argument.

But the outstanding higher

critic, S. R. Driver, v..'I"ote~ n i re adily allow that there are s ome
critics who combine with t heir literary criticism of the Old Testament an historical cri tL cism wh ich appears to me to b e unreasonable
and extreme•~ •• 120

Driver did not sufficiently define his tori ca l crit-

icism s o one might k now positively what he meant .

For t h e mos t part

his cri-ticism was built on literary argunEnt b ut he a lso made use of
supposed h istorical ana chr onisms.
Both · the supp lementary a nd crys tallizati on hypothesis were
product s of the ap p licati on of these two arguments, a s used lar ge l y
by De

~futte,

Bleak, and Ewa ld.

Howe ver , the greatest use and abus e

of ihe historical e.r g).lment came under the developmental hypothesis,
v.hen Graf, Kuenen and Wellhausen reconstructed Israel's history. This
may have b een what; Driver ha d reference to -v.hen he spoke of historical
argumen to
The Theological ,Argument.

This argument was calle d the argu-

ment from content of ·thought when used with other then theological
works.

:C:t diffe rs from the 1 iter a ry argument
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in dealing with ·tne content rather than the
form of literary productions, end fr om the
h is torical argument in taking account and
using as a basis of operations, not the historical s e·bting and its correspondence or
non-correspondence with the historic content
in ihe books, but the subject me. tter of the
books as especially reflecting directly or
indir ectly the system of thought of the
authors .121
It became a part of the histori c al argument when the thought content
was compared to the outside writings.

According to Professor Zen os

t..h.e argument from con -rent was bas_ed on the fact that content may,
( 1) revea 1 the indi vidua 1ity of the au thor;
in such a case the use made of it is anal ogou s to the use of con siderations dravm from
style and qualities of expressiono ••
(2) identify the V>rriting with a period by
its correspondence or lack of correspondence
with the thought outside of the writing, and
by its other inner c haracteristic s.l22
Thus an au thor 1 s thought content was taken t o be as characteristic
of his

~Tit in g

subjective.

as his style of writing, though both were

high l y

It was assumed that eac h author had a "certain circle

of knovdedge, his meditations or speculations, determined to
large extent by his character, education, and envirorunent."l23
Taken all together, th9y constitute a complex
whi ch, to ihe skilled workman in ·bh is department , is re cognizable just as the features of
his face are to the physical eye and the char a cter of his style to fue 1i terary critic.
These things evince themselves in everything
to vm ich he g ives expression.l24
Each author was t.h.ought to h ave a favorite central theological
thought ar ound which all his theological

eA~ression

revolved.

In fact, this same unconscious selection of
a cent er, and group ing one 1 s vi ews of relig ion, takes place not in the narrmv department of the doctrine of God only, but through
the who le field of theology in its broadest

a
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sense .125
The theological argument, as originally stated, did not allow· for
the evolving of theologic a l concepts; but came to be connected with
evolutionary view·s which posited this as part of the argument.

The

argument was based then on the consecutive development of thought,
and especially in the ce.se of the Bible, on the theological ihought.
It was assumed that if t h e s arne idea was expressed in several different ways the statements could be arranged from the earlier simple
forms to the late r more highly developed forms.

Thus the argument

ran,
Conversely, if they are not found in the order in whi ch fuey can thus be arranged, they
are in disorder and must be rearranged ••• "If
of two documents t hat which claims a later
date gives a cruder form of a teaching , the
natural inference would be, upon this principle, that the claim is not valid; fua·b
the order of the two writings has been somehow inverted, and that the true order is the
reverse of the apparent.l26
The. theological argument was first applied in the fourth decade of the nineteenth century simultaneously by two scholars, ,Ti lhelm Vatke and Leopold George.127

"Vatke contended that the legis-

lation of the Pentateuch was too elaborate, as compared Y\rith

the

r eligious ideas of the later age, to be as much older as it is believed to be. nl28

Graf was the first to combine ~r1e results of the

literary --historical a.>:talysis of Hupfeld with the reconstruction of
the history of Israeli tish religion.

The theological er gu:rrent

was

used to fit into fue scheme of Hegelian philosophy of evolutionary
development; thus the underlying t h ou ght was that there was a continuous development of Israel's religious life and institutions.129
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On this ground any p ortion of t he Pentateuch could be placed as t o
document and date a ccording to its development of the olog ical concept.

The application of thi s argument in conjunct i on with the tw o

forrrer ones brought f orth wha t has be e n commonly called the GrafKuenen-Wellhausen theory or the developmental hypothesis.

D.

The Methods of La ter Critics

Doctor Charles Ao Briggs, who was re garded as a n outstanding
evangelical critic, adopted the pr inciples of Du Pin end enlarged
them to six e.s s tated below:

(1) Th e writing must be in accordance ~~th
its supposed historical positi on as to time
and place and circumstances.
(2) Differences of sty le imply differences
of e xp.e rience a nd age of the same a uthor,
or when sufficiently great, difference of
au ·fuor and of per iod of compos ition.
(3) Differences of opinion and conception
imply differences of a uthor when fue se a re
sufficiently g reat, and also differen ces
of period of composition.
(4) Citations show the dependence of the
author upon the auth or or authors c ited,
where these are definite and the identity
of the author cited can be clearly established. In cases of doubt a s t o ..m.ich
auth or use.s .1the :others , or whether two
or more au fu ors may not depend up on an
earlier a~thor; this d oubt can be resolve d
only by the ca reful determination of t h e
exact interrelation of the passages and
the genesis of the one out of the others.
this is i:he most diffi cult principle of
the higher critic is m in its a.p plication ..
(5) Positive testimony as to t h e v~iting
in other v~ri ti ng s of acknowledged author-

ity.
(6) The silence of authorities as to the
writing i n question.l30
The difference between Doctor Briggs' s t atement of the principles
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and that of Du Pin was that Briggs made citations, internal and external, separate principles as he also did the a rgu.'l11.ent of silence.
Hence it was an added emphasis on citations and silence.

Doctor

Briggs said that because the argument from silence had risen

to

greater importance since the 17th century he felt constrained to
enlarge upon it, as below.
(a) Silence is a lack of evidence for the
reason that the matter in q.Iestion did not
I
come within the scope of the author s argument.
(b) It is an evideroe that it ha d certain
characteristics that ex cluded it from the
author 1 s argument.
(c) The matter in question lies fairly '~ th
in the author 1 s scope and was omitted for
good and sufficient reasons that may be ascertained. The omission was intentionaL
(d) The silence of the author as to that
;~ich was within the scope of his argument
was unconscious and implies ignorance of
the matter.
(e) When the silence extends over a variety
of writings of different authors, of di fferent classes of writings and different
periods of composition, it i mp lies either
some strong and overpm¥ering external restraint such as d ivine interposition; or
ecclesiastical or civil power, or it implies a general and wide-spread public
ignorance whi c h presents a str ong presumpt iv e evidence in fav or of non-existence of
the m9. tter in question.l31
Doctor Driver,

\WlO

was considered a very able critic especial-

ly in literary analysis, condensed the above six principles into two,
and in h is work on Genesis wrote tbe following acc ount of them,
.And as soon as the book is studied with
sufficient attention, phenomena disclose themselves Vmich sh~N inc ontrovertibly that it is
composed of distinct documents or sourcAs,
which have been welded together by a l ater
compiler or redactor into a continuous whole.
These phenomena are very numerous; but they
may be reduced in the main to the two follow-
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i n g heads: (1) the same event is doubly recorded; (2) the language, and frequen t! y the
representation as v;ell v arie s in di f ferent
section s .l32
Strictl y speakin g neither of these were pr inciples.

The secorrl was

a partial adaptation of Brig gs' number (2 ) point above, on variation
in style and di ction.

Driver's first point in reference to "doublets"

1'ras the same assumpt ion that Astruc and others following

had

v.rithout f oundation critically and without precedent in former
Biblical critic ism.

Thou gh Dr her bas ed his critic ism

cism.

non-

mainly

literary analysis and made light of historical analysis,
noted critic,

made,

yet

on
the

• Robertson Smith, held me.inl'jl· to hi s torical criti-

As he put it,
The criticral study of ancient documentG
mee.ns not hing e lse than the care ful sifting
of their origin and meaning in the ligh t of
history. The first principle of criticism
i s 1:ha t e very book beara the sts.mp of the
time and circumstance in i'rhi ch it ·was produced.l33

Smith did, however, h old ihat t here were actuall y two crite ria on
Which the documentary a nalysis r e sted, as seen by t he

follo~dng

quote.
The s tren.gth o f the present position of Pentateut}h critio:!.sm is in g ood measure due to
the feet -that two lines of inquir y ha ve converged to a common result.
These t wo lines of inquiry mB.y be calle d
respectively t.~e histories.! end the liter~ry.l3L~
He app lied the historical method by a comparison of t.he i n s tituti ons
as e stablishe d codes a nd the a ctual keeping of t he laws and insti t ut ions in the histo rical books.

Spee.kin g of th e literary method

said,
The literary method compares the severs.l

he

parts of the Penta~uch with one an other,
taking note of di varsities of style and
manner, of internal contradictions or incongruities, and of all other points that
forbid us to ree:e.rd the 'VIIh ole Torah as the
homogeneous composition of a single y.;riter.l35
Tha outstanding critic, George Adam Smith, had this to s e:y of
the methods of such Higher Criticism~
Purely philological evidence, Tihere it alone
is available, is often ambiguous: but ••• dif:,;..
ference of style and language is in most case a
ac c ompanied by differences of substance.
•••••••••••••••••••••~••••c•••••••••••••••••••

We have seen tm t this (the discrimination of the documents) depen1s not only upon
differences of vocabulary, phrases and idiom,
but still more upon differences of fact and
substance in narratives which relate the same
events.l36
The authors of The Interpreter's Bible did not specifically
state meihods of ascertaining the various supposed sources of the
Pentateuch.

However~

they assumed that the documentary hypothesis

was proven and the extent of the various docume11ts established. 'I'hat
they held this t o be true on . the same grounds as given above
to be true from the

T~e.s

seen

following~

It may be noted here that the solution
of the problem of the growth of the Hexateuch
involves two things: the books must be analyzed
j:ntd their c omponent sources, am the chronological relationship of the sources must be determined.l37
Doctor Cuthbert Simpson, one of the a.lli:hors of The Interpreter's Eli~~

gave three reasons for accepting the composite character of the

Hexateuch: "A. Parallel Narratives and Laws ••• B. Inconsistencies within Narratives e.nd Le.ws ••• c. Chronological Difficu lti es." 1 38

The au-

thors of ~ Interpreter~s Bible did not actually s~- they fully accepted the Graf-Wellhau sen theory but clearly intimated the same

as
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seen by the

follo~ing;

The Gref-Wellhausen hypothesis has commanded the assent of the great majority of
Old 'festanen t critics for more than sixty
years, and has served as the point of departure for investigation of the internal struc. ture of the several sources .139
Tile euth or went on to give the structvr e of the various docuiOO nt s
with their purposes end editions, end in s1.immary said,
The conclusions advanced in this article
ste.nd within the framework of the Graf-Wellhausen hypothesis. TI1is as it was first for,mul~ted was primarily a literary analysis, but
We llhaus en himself initiated the investigation
which vJas to show how tre documents, both in
their origin e.n:l in their development, were
related to the history of Israel as it is
knovm to us.lL.O
·
Thus the methods of the later critics have not materially differed
from those of the es.rl ier t irre except that much more use and credit
was given to the argument of silence and historical development in
evolutionary patterns.

E.

SullliT!I.ry.

Summary and Conclusions

Higher Criticism arose during fu e Renaissance undel"

the humanists who investigated l'Tritings as to their :integrity, authenticity, 1i terary features, and credibility.

To find the facts to an-

s'1'!er these questions they worked out a system of

principles~

which Du

Pin gave as time, style, viewpoints expressed, external ci te.tions.
There VIas the assumption on the part of some higher critics of

i:he

Bible that these had been verified methods of investigation and were
applicable to the Scriptures.

No evidence vms found that these math-

ads had been verified for use in the type of investigation :which the
critics applied to the Pentateuch.

The known illustrations of the

usage of these principles showed the. t :it was necessary to ha-ve

a

well established historical background to work in e.nd writings from
I

whic h to establish an author s style of •vriting.
The critics of i:he Pentateuch did not ,iust adopt the rr:e thod s
and apply them to the Scriptures but adapted them slowly over a period of time.

The first method appUed to the Pentateuch was along

the literary lines and very mucl: lirrdted in sc'o pe, resting mainly on
the variation :i.n the use of Divine names.

It WEI.s en attempt to sap-

arate certain portions on the usage of Divine names and from

those

portions establish the style used in supposed original document; t:hen
in turn that Vfas used as e. measurement for deciding vhe.t other parts
of the Pentateuch belonged to that supposed document.

The literary

argument bece.me the basis of all other arguments but it self fell into
disrepute in later years.
The historical e.rg;ument ool'lcerned the way in which a writing
fitted its supposed historical setting and was applied extensively
from the time of De Wette on to the formation of the Gre.f-Wellhausen
hypothesis.

It wa s perverted from its original sense and used by the

humanists to an evoluti mary slant, making all histc-ry fit a pattern
of development.
The theological argument was t he last ada.p ted for use by the
critics and it was based on the idee. that each writer is known
his viewpoints or opinions which can be traced.

by

This was also per-

verted to fit the philosophy of evolutionary development, and used to
place different passages historice.lly accordin g to their development
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of concepts.,
The later critics of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
applied these same methcrls but they elaborated on the importance of
the arguments of silence and citations.

Both of these arguments 'I'JSre

changed in their intent from former classical criticism, :J.n that they
were applied within the work (Pentateuch) ratll.e r than in comparison
with external sources.

The earlier critics relied heavily on liter-

ary evidence while the later critics based their conclusions almost
entirely on historical criticism.

The latest combined effort at this

type of criticism has been The InJGerpreter' s Bible which has based
its

conclusions foundationall;)r on the Graf'-Kuenen application

the methcds according to
Conclusions.

evoluti oml~J

of

philosophy.

Higher Criticism of the Bible had e. precedent

in the application of criticism to the classical and ecclesiastical
v.-ritings by the h umanists.

The destructive critics

'or

the Bible did

not adopt the meth ads of tbe former critic ism "in toto" at first but
slowly evohed their own pattern of criticism.

'l'he humanists applied

the methods where there was a kno.,-m his t orical background and writings by which to determine an author 1 s style.

These two requirements

were lackin g in connection with the criticism of the Pentateuch, t !1erefore it made their application questionable.

CEAP'l'ER

~~ ~WLINATION

TV

OF THE METHODS AND THEIR APPLICATION

s stated in Chapter I, it was necessary both that the methods be lagi'timate in determining the sources of ·!:;he Pentateuch and
that they be used under proper circumstances without prejudice
order to have verified rasults.

il1

The problem of this portion of the

study was to determine whether the methods given above in Chapter III
were valid in a.sce1·taining the supposed original sources of

·t;,~e

Pen-

tateuch and whe·ther they were used under proper conditions withou·t;
bias.

A.

The Value of

The Literary Argument Examined

~

Ar€;ument.

around ihe style of the writing.

The l i ter~n·y argument centered
As given by Briggs it was: "Dif-

ferences of style imply differences of experience and age of the
same author, or sufficiently great differences of author and

of

period of composition. ttl41
Th:ts principle •.yas used in crj_t:icism of Ron>.an, Greek,

and

ecclesiastical 'J•Titings, as shown above in Chapter II, bu·t the way
in Which it was applied was different.

In the secular criticism of

'Ghe ancient writings the crHics placed work against work il'l

background of known history.

the

Works that were known to be authentic

were investigated as to style and diction, and the doubtful writing
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~as measure d b y that standard.J42 This type of application was not
possible in Bib Heal Higher Criticism because there were no writings
aside from the Pentateuch by which to s et up a standard of style;
therefore tb_e Pentateuch had to be at one a n:'i the same time
standa rd of style and the wri t ing examined.

the

It would have been more

in accor dance with the former use of t..he principles if the critics
had. ·l:;aken one book of i:he Pentateuch as a means to establish a standard of style and then compro· ed the others to that.

However, e,ren

this would ha ve been a ne glect of the fact of the coniplete unity of
the Pentateuch.

Secondly, the secular critics applied the principles

to whole works with very little di s tinction s made within the works •
.And this was done only when there were a numbe r of works from ;vtich
to determine a certain author's style.

These princip:IB s may

have

worked in uncoverin g gross f or geries of entire works by a background
of a number of other lmoVill works by an author and a volu1'!1e of history
far the period.

However, that did not necessarily merm they were re -

liable to determine authorship, time of writin g, or source of material
without that standard.

Thirdly, t he r e was no record of secula r Hi gher

Criticism having us ad these principles ti.J determine the sources from
which an e.u thor drew and to thus divi de a writing into e mtlltiJGude of
sections put ·bog ether by e. series of r edactors.
Accordi ng t o Brigg's own statem ent above on style, the diffet·enc~:~s could be attributed to thre e variations:

the experience or· a ge of the aufuor;
position;

or (3) a differenb :: e.uthor.

ot!Jer reasons for variation in style:

(1) a difference

in

(2) a dif f erent period of comProfessor Zenos listed

(4) "causG of difference

two
in

style is t <J be f-:Jund in the character of the subject to be treated;"143

(5) "cause of diffe1·ence in stylis·t;ic peculiarities may be found in
the use of different assistants by the author • • • "144

It was noted

th.e.t Briggs felt that difference in s-cy-le only "implied" the various
alternatives.

No other critic made the principle any stronger

in

force than this, however in application it was taken as proof rather
than as "implication 11 •

Further subjectivity in the principle

was

plain in the phrase "when sufficiently great" and an almost identical
phrase was used in the principle on viewpoint.

No standard he.s been

set up to help any one critic to determine "when sufficle ntly great"
material differences in style had been found.

This seemed to

clear proof of the lack of objectiveness in the principle.

be

Though

all higher critics cou.ld agree as to the use of the principle, the
results thereof, their conclusions would still be drawn from subjective evidence thus making the m unreliable.
This subjectivity of the linguistic method and its unreliabili ty was seen by the remarks of both the proponents and opponents of
the results of Higher Criticism.

The learned Old Testament student

and Hebrew scholar, Geerhardus Vos, wrote of the linguistic argument,
"how largely the subjective element enters into all such arg,urrentation, needs no special proor.nl45

He stated further, ''t.."l-te.t the his-

tory of the linguistic argument is not adapted to inspire confidence
in its validity."

l~s proof Vos gave the following considera tions:

It was considered from the outset, even by
advanced and rationalistic critics, with distrust and reserve ••• In the main, the arg~~ent
was ei fuer met by direct refutation, or at
least by the claim the t the materials were
not distinct and conspicious enough to justify the inference of diversi~J of authorship and of sources. The later was the prevalent opinion among such men as Hasse, Herbst,
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Jahn, Sack. and even Ewald. In 1817 De Wette
declared tha t he would not underta..lce to eliminate the original source from Genesis and the
first chapters of Exodus by a purely literary
process. The argument found no mora f avor with
Hartmann, who pronounced it perilous and misleadin g. So largely did ihis sentiment of
av ersion and distr us t prevail among the critics, that Gesenius, in his "History of the
Hebrew Language" 1815, disre garded the claims
of Eichhorn arrl Ilgen entirely. The f ragrnentary hypothes i s was in no wis e fav orable to
the litera~r criticism •

.............................. ............. .
"

Since the fall of the supplementary hypothe sis, and the general acceptance of the documentary hypothesis. the linguistic argument
came, if not into disreputei ~t least into
neglect, mnong the critics. ~

R. W. Rishell, forrrerly of Boston University School of Theology, wrote
after an extensive study of the linguistic method:
The danger that the judgment of the investigator will be warped by other considerations
is great. and jeopards, in consequence, all
his conclusions. On 'the V'Jhole, linguistic
considerations are to be pronounced insufficient. And this is indeed tacitly acknowledged by the critics 1 who see k to support
arguments drawn f rom
source by others
less open to suspicion. ~7

thlf

Professor Zenos, l'lho '\lias a crit ic in his own ri ght, came t o the same
practical conclusion.
There is no depari:ment of investigation where
original and independent research leads investigators to a wider variety of conclusions
t han the meaning of the same phenomena in a
literary production. The same differences,
for instance, bet?reen ihe first and the last
hal f of a ~Titing will appe ar t o one expert
to indio ate a difference of aut.'rtor ship; to
another only a di f ference of purpose or object in view; to a third only occasional or
incidental variat i on; to a f ourth a difference of age and surrounding in t he au thor;
and to a fifth a difference of medium or
amanuensis employed in the composition of
the two parts .14B
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The highly reputed critic, George Adam Smith, said of the ergumen·t
on style, "I have already said that linguistic analysis is often
unable to disti11guish between the Jahwist and the Elohist. nl49
Therefore Smith based his criticism almost entirely on historic
considerations.
Agplication of the Literary Argument.

The main application

of the linguistic method was that which was started by Astruc, the
dividing of the Pentateuch as to original sources a.ccording to the
use of Divine names.

Doctor Briggs based the proof of this applicn-

tion on Exodus 6:2-3, v.here it was writ t en: "And Elohim spake unin
Moses, and said unto him, I am Yahweh: and I appeared unto Abraham,
unto Isaac, and unto Jacob as 'El Shaddai, but by my name Yahweh I
was not known to them."l50

Briggs reas oned that as Yahweh was used

in Gene sis, that ':Here is a glaring inconsistency not invented
critics, but on the sUl"face of Genesis itself."151
~~struc' s discovery that the "incons is tency

11

by

He he ld that

was due to different

origine.l sources thus settled the supposed difficulty.

He further

explained this application in fue Pentateuch, thus,
Criticism has found that the priestly writer
who wrote Ex. vi. never uses the divine name
Yahweh in his document prior to Ex. vi., when
he states that it was revealed to Moses for
the first tinl3. The use of the divine name
Yahweh in Genesis is in the Judaic document,
which nowhere mentions or seams to know anything about the revele.tion of the name of
Yahweh to Moses. He uses it as the name of
God from the beginning.l52
Briggs recognized that there yms the difficulty that Elohim appeared
in whe.t was supposed to be separated as fue J document but re1noved
the difficulty by affirming Ilgen and Hupfeld's position that another
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document, whioh used Elohim, h...ad been redacted v.ri i:h the J document.,
.And the use of Yahweh in Exodus III 1.•1as attributed to the E document

as a parallel narrative to J of chapter IV.

He seemed boastful

in

saying, "Thus the whole difficulty of the use of the divine naJ11..es is
r::-

s olved. 11 l :J?
Doctor Simpson, in ~ Interpreter's Bible, held to this same
interpretation of Exodus 6:2, 3 and called it "the key to the composition of the Hexateuch. 11 15L. He made this f u rther connection in order to have a few passages from which to establish a style of writing:

Gen. 17:1 and 35:11, recording God's revelation of himself as El Shaddai to Abraham and
Jacob respect5.v·ely ••• obviously belong to ·the
same source as Exod. 6:2, 3; and ihose stories
in Genesis in which fue mune Ye.h?.reh is knol'm
to the ~ ctors must come from an other source.155
Realizing the critics relied heavily upon the usage of divine nmnes
to determine the sources, the facts below were noted by Doctor Young:
The divine names are not adequately distributed in Genesis to form a basis for analysis into documents ••• a. The name Jehovah (Yehowah) does not appear in the following chapters, Genesis 1, 23, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, L~o,
41~ ~2, 43, ~4, 45, 46, L.7, 48, 50, nor in
Exodus l, 2. In the las t eleven chapters of
Genesis it occurs but or1ce, i. e., Gen. 49~18.
In the last t ·wenty chapters it appears 15 times,
three of t hese appearances beir1g in chap. 38,
and 8 in chep. 39· Despite this fact, portions
of J are thought to be found in each of these
twenty cr.!B.pters.
b. The name of Elohim is not found in Genesis
10-16, 18, 29, 34, 36, 37, 47 , 49&
c. The Deity is not mentioned as suc h in Genesis 23, 34, 36, 37, ~. 7. Nevertheless, according to Carpenter and Harford, these chapters
are distributed as follows:l56

Doctor Young showed by a ch...art how these chapters were minutely di-
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vided bjr tbe critics be tween J, P, and E.

Therefore, it was plain

that the criterion of Divine names did not fit large portions of the
main book of the Pentateuch where the criticism had to find a form
of

S'b.{lEie

The eminent coP..s erva t-ive Old Testament scholar, Doctor

Willia~

Henry Green, brou ght out, by the examination of seventeen passages,
that Elohim is repeatedly found along with Jehovah in sections attributed to J •. o ~Tehovah occurs repeatedly in sections attributed to
P and E, where, by the hypothesis, only Elohim should be fou:ad. n157
This was what forced Doctor Harper, a noted higher critic, in his
Hebraica , to say of Exodus 1:1 to

7:7, "'the language is but poor

guide, ovdng probably to R's interference; not even the ne.rres of
the Deity are to be relied on implicitl y, being freely intermingled. "158

Thus Harper disagreed emphatic~:~.lly with Doctor Simpson 1 s

use of Exodus 6~2 , 3 as a key passage to determine the style.

Harper

also felt keenly "the unsatisfactory use of the names of t:he Dei t-y 11
in deciphering the documents in Numbers 20-22.

Regarding the pas-

sage he said, "Yahweh is the prevailing name, Elohim occuring but
nir1e times in the entire section;

this is, however, more ee.sil:r·

explained on the R hypofuesis than by any other.nl59

Was not this

reliance upon redac tors to explain ihe use of Divine names where

they did not fit their theory, actually a deathblow to the whole
idea?

For the criter ia of division were the Divine nantes, ye t in

many ple.ces, the name did not f i t the supposed division, H had to
be assumed that an unknown redactor changed the original source •
.As Doc tor Green stated it,

11

The hypothesis is self-destructive; f or

it can only be defended by arguments v.hich undermine its foun:l ations. nl60
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The VIr iter felt keenly aware that the critics misinterpreted
their

11

key

11

passage, Exodus 6:2,

3.

The American Standard tre.nsla-

tion with the footnotes . xmde the crucie.l phrase much clearer: "but
by (as to) my narne 'Jehov·a.h' I was not known (me.de knovm) to them."
This fitted perfectly with the context following.

God was about to

bring to pass e. sha# of his power to prove to Israel and Egypt that

he was in personal covenant relationship
their del5.verer.

\~th

his people and was

The pe.ssa.ge does not mean that the name Jehove.h

was not known previ ously but 'that El ohim wanted to ma ke hi.mself
known to them e.s to the meardng of ihe ne.me Jehovah.

The deep mean-

in!; of t:m mune as the covenant relationship had not been
fore to the nation.

known be-

In the Hebrew language a name was not merely an

appellation but signified character and relationship, and in this instance God was to do great miracles and bring himself into close association with Israel to teach the nation once for all the deep significance of being Jd:.eir <Jehovah.

The writer of Exodus showed by

the context that the passage meant he was about to make kno·wn the
rel~tionship of God (Elohim) to his people as Jehovah.

and 10:2 respectively it was

Thus in 6:7

sh o~~:

and I vli.ll te.ke y ou to me f or a. people, r,nd I
will be to you a God (Elohim); and ye shall
know that I em Jehovah your God (Elohim), who
bringeth you out from under the burden of the
Egyptians.
and that thou mayest tell in i:he ears of
thy s on, and of thy son's son, what things I
have wr ought upon Egypt, e.nd my signs which I
have done am ong them; that ye may know that I
am Jehoveh.
Jehovah's covene.nt relationship was to be proved to Israel, e.s seen
in 6:7; 10:2; 16:12;

24 =46;

and to Pharaoh in 7=17; 8 :6, 18; 9 : 1L~~ 29;
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and to Egypt in

7:5; 14=4, 18. That this was the meaning of the term

was seen by many references in the Old Testament: I Kings

especially Isaiah

3:43;

Psalms

64:1, 2 showed this:

Oh i:hs.t thou would"st rend the heavens, that
thou v:ouldest come down, that the mountains
might quake e.t ·ljhy presence, as whe11 fire
kindleth the brushwood, and the fire cau se·tn
the waters to boil: to me.ke thy name known
to thine adversaries.
Supposing the cri ti oal hypothetiis to be true does not in reality solve the

p~oblem,

for the unknown editors or redactors did not

feel there was a contradiction between Jehovah being usen throughout
Gen~sis and the statement in Exodus

6-:2, 3, else they Tmuld

have

changed it as they made other interpoletions and changes according
to the criti cs.

Both names for .Deity, Elohim and Jahovcl1, are found

:i.n every rr.s.in document the critics have claimed to separate •

.!!2:!

Relationship 13etween Usage of Divine Names arrl Style.

As-

surning that i:ha variation in usage of divine names showed different
original documents the critics moved then to establish the style of
writing used by the unknown writer.

This was done in three different

ways.
First, Eichhorn accepted the divisions as made by Astru c e.nd
noted tmt there was a difference in style connected •ith the various divisions.

Briggs stated that this work of Eichhorn stood even

to his day, however, it was difficult to see hol'r he reached that conelusion when the critics themselves brought forth that there was another basic E document besides a number of lesser documents and red ~ oti ons

discovered after Eichhorn's time.
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Secondly, a stand a.rd rrethod of establishing the style was that
adapt e d by Driver.

As given above, Driver used only the principl('l of

ve.ria.tion in style, diction, and representation:
the '~doublet" iheory.

and coupled' \'lith it

Drh·er assumed that Genesis l=l-2~4a end 2:4b-

25 was a double narrative.

He held this from the fa ct that he tbou ght

the order of creation in the seccrad part was man, vegetation, anima ls;
11hile in the firs t section it was ve getable, enims.l and man.

He said

that the two sections differed also in fonn,
The style of' 1 :I-2:4a is unornate, measured, precise, and particular phrases frequently recur ••• (God) simply speaking or creatingl6l

•·············••·•···············••··•·····•·

If the parts assigned to P be read attentively,
even in a translation and compared with the
rest of fue narrative, the peculiarities of
its style will be apparent. Its langpa ge is
that of a jurist, raitier than a historian;· it
is circumstantial, formal, and precise; a subject is developed systematicall~,r; and completeness of detail, even at the cost ~f some
repetition, is regularly observed ••• 16
The doublet theory has been dis cussed in the latter portion of the
chapter, however, brief comment was necessary here.

A logical study

of this portion of Scripture without the hi gher criticism

11

bias",

revealed that it was not a reversal of order but that the supposed
second divergent account was really a fuller explana tion of some of
the f acts given in the first chapter of Genes:ls with a shift of emphasis.

In the f"irst chapter of Genesis Moses was deal:lng vd.th the

overall picture of creation order and it was cosmological in center.
Wh ile in Genesis chapter two Moses was givin g the creation as it centered around man, the highest creation, or it was e.nthropological in
center.

Thus the author had a different subject matter and purpose
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in the second section than in -the first, g iving ample reason far clifference in style and diction.

Briggs and Driver both made lists of

che.racteristi cs of the different documents; however, e.s stated above,
all fu. at can be drav:m from the nimplicati ons of style" are "implications", not facts.

Wne n there was a ste.rrle.rd of style from a known

source then style differences gave "implications"; but in the case of
the Pentateu ch there was no standard.

This was reasoning in a circle;

for how could i t be knovm what the style of P was , except by examining the passages assigned to P'?
to P'?

But how were the passages assigned

By the variation in style, without a knovm standard.

Some

have said that it was established from the "clear" usage of two divine names in Genesis l:l-2:4a (Elohim) god 2:4b-25 (Jehovah),
former P and the later J by some end JE by o -thers.

the

The critics have

admitted that for the rest of Genesis and the Pentateuch the divine
names were not safe criteria .

Remembering that previously secular

higher critics determined the style of an author on a total work or
series of works, as has secule.r criticism since that dey, the difference in t."fl is procedure v-ias ple.i n.

Driver would have had to determine

the style, dictir:1!1, and representation of an a.ufuor on 35 verses, e.pproxill'.ately 350 original Hebrew words--e.pproxima·tely 600 English words
when translated.
one purpose.

This passage was on one subject, one event, end for

This was not a correct application of the literary prin-

ciple as stated above, therefore it was not a va lid, reliable way t;o
set a standard by vhi ch to test the rest of the IIexa'Geuch .
Having given the supposed characteristj.cs of the so celled P
document, Driver said that, "in Genesis_. as regards the limits of P
there is pre.cti cally no dlfference of opinion emongst critics ."163
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But Max Loehr and Volz, both recogn ized critics, attacked not only
the limits of P rut its very ex1.stenca and unity.164

Driver pro-

ceeded to give the extent of t he F docu..'nent in Genesis as though it
had been v·er i fied evidence on the abov-e principle.

As to the remain-

der of Gene sis Driver said=
The parts of Gene sis which remain after
the separation of P have next to be considered. These also, as it seems are not homogeneous in structure. Especially frorn c. 20
onwards the narrative exhibits marks of composition; and the component per ts, though not
differing from one another in dicti on and
style so widely as either dif f ers from P, and
being so welded to gether that the lines of
demarcation between them f requently cannot be
fixed with certainty appear nevertheless to
be plainly discernible.l65
After acknowledging that the use of divine names was not a safe criteriol'l in these sections, he said, "other phraseological criteria are
slight, there are howe,rer differences of r-epresentation.» I66

The only

thing he sighted in the ws.y of a difference of represent ation

was,

"Notice also that the geneal ogies in J (both here and elsewhere) are
cast in a different mould from those of P, a nd are connected together
by similarities of expression, which do not occur in P. n167

This

as

very subjecti·ve data, that could give nothing more than implications.
Thirdly, a method used for making transition from variation of
names to general style of documents was that of Doctor Simpson in The
Interpreter's Bible .

He felt ihe.t, as Gene sis 17:1 and 35:11 gave

the account of Gcd. 's revelation as El Shaddai to .Abrahe.ll'l and Jacob
respectiv-ely, they "obviously belong to the same source a s Exoc. 6:2-3;
and those stories in Genesis in which the ne.me Yahweh is known to the
actors must come from another source ••• 11 168

His re~soning

at

this
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point was far from clear b e cause both

11

J e bova h 11 and

11

El Shadde.i

11

were

used in Gena sis 17; 1 •
.And when Abram was ni nety years old and
nine, I:Tehovah appeared to J br~'Tl, and said unto him, I am God Almighty (El Shaddai); walk
before me and be thou perfect.
The following was Doc ·t.or Simpson ' s further argument on this point.

Gen. 17:1; 35~11; and Exodus 6~2, 3 thus provide a p oint of departure. Gen. 17:1, with
which the rest of that chapter is continuous,
states explici ty that Abraha."'l was at the time
ninety-nine years old. N~N we have already
seen how the recorded ages of fue patriarchs
give rise to serious chronological difficulties i~ the narrative of Genesis, a fact '~ich
suggests that the passages in which fueir ages
are given come from another hand than the
stories thus rendered :i ncredible. This points
to the conclusion that the age verses, and the
material inseparable from t h em, are from the
same source as Gen. 17. This material is
sufficiently extensive to make it possible to
discern something of the style of its author,
to note many of his characteristic expressions,
and to detect certain oi' his preconceptions,
theological and other. Working with these
criteria. we are e.bla to isolate from Genesis
a. bod~r of material informed by a peculiar theory of revele.tion.l69
It was spec:lfically noted i:ha t Simpson assumed chapter 17 to be continuous, and th..at some material was inseparabl€ whi c h was a great assumption i n ihe light of the hyp othesis he was trying to substantiate.
Should not this material have been critically subjected to the principles before assumed continuous and inseparable'?

The fact that

the

critics found the ages of the patriar chs difficul 'C to understand did
not prove there ~~re additions by another hand.
it "suggests".

Doctor Simps on said,

But that v,tJ.ich was a suggestion to those seekin g to

support a. hypothesis was far from the solid foundation required by
the literary argument as set forth above.

'Ihus Doctor Simpson, and
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it appeared that he was writing in accordance with the several authors of The Interpreter's Bible , made certf;lin assumptions in order
to have sorre thirty verses to use in establishing the style of the
supposed author .

The presence of Jehova'IJ. in Genesis 17:1 rendered

t.he very basis of the argument nilu

To have said Jehcrva.h

was

a.

redactor's note in -this case, at least, would have been tampering
with the evidence.
The Style of the

Supp~sed

Documents.

When the critics had

concluded in the above three ways, that certain passages of the Pente.teuch bel onged to basic orig.inal documents t hey then proceeded to
analyze these portions as to sty le peculiarities including diction
and representations.
argument more

f'ull~r

Driver, who probably depended on the literary
t..han e.ny ot..her critic, listed the characteristic

phrases for the documentsi

41

for D; 50 for P; 20 for H.l70

Driver

believed that J and E ·could not be separated on purely literary
lines; 171 but Holzinger sat forth 125 characteristic phrases of J
and 108 of E.l7 2

Doctor Briggs made a study of thir~ different

words as to their usage in the documents, of these 2 ware used only
in E; 2 only in J; 2 only in H;

3 only in E and D; 7 only in J and

E; the others were in three or more of the documents, though sometimes wifu slight difference in mean il'lg .
listing

110

Thus according to

his

document had more than 2 distinctive phrases or words,

used in no other document.

Briggs found that some words were used

over one hundred times in one document

a~d

only a few times in an-

other , ;,ret he he ld this to be distinctive in usage and indicative of
different autl1orship.

But in such a case where a word is used much

by one alleged document end only a. few times in another . before these
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could be taken for evidenc3 it would b e necessary to examine the context as to subject matter to see if the usage did not follow necessarily one type of material.

But still Briggs said that

ihe four writers has his favorite words and phrases. nl73

ysis of his word s )cudy did not show this to be true.
four main points on vocabulary

11

Each

of

The anal-

Doctor Briggs'

were~

(1) The great majority of words and phrases
are the common st ack of fue lang:u.1aP;e used by
all. (2) The s5!le theme leads to the use of
s imilar words and phrases. (3) Differences
begin in the perce11tage of use of certain
words and phrases. That which is occasional
with one writer is connnon wH;h another; and
the reverse. (4) There are a few words sod
expressions which are peculiar to certain
authors used bv pne author and avoided by
other authors )74
.
Doctor Briggs attempted to p oint

01~·1;

distinct layers in tr.e Hoxateuch

by the asce:n ding scale in the use of words and phrases, that is, words
and phrases developed in the complexity of concept from the older
sourcss to the 1a tar ones.

He gave t h ree examples of this ascend-

ance in the use of words: The personal pronoun; To be put to death;
.And. penalty of stoning.

But he himself pointed out exceptions in

all ihree cases, t h at is, words supposed to be early were us ed

in

later documents and vise versa; however, he attributed each exception to redactional errors.175

.Any exception was actually a proof

that the rule was not safe to follow.

Furthermore, Briggs made little

or no camparis on of the v ar:W. tion of word us age as in accordance with
variation in subject matter, purpose or time of writing.
The followihg was Briggs' description of the si:rfle of the documenta=
It is agreed among critics that E is brief,
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terse, and archaic in his style. J is poetic
and . descriptive--as Wellhausen says, 'the best
narrator in i:he Bible'. His imagination and
fancy are ever active. P is annalistic end
diffuse--fond of narres and dates. He aims at
precision and completeness. The logical faculty prevails. There is little color. D is
rhetal'"ical and hortatory, practical and earnest. His aim is instruction and guidance.l76
This was a very subjective description of style and one

that

could

easily have been due to the fact that the manner of classifying caused
passages of like subject matter to be mostly in one document.

For the

characteristics of vocabulary and style were used to diYide the Pentateuch into documents and then they ware in turn more minutely deduced
from the alleged documents.

This was not a correct use of the liter-

ary method as described above, for there was no standard.

It

was

rather a circular argument as attested by both Doctor Green and Doctor Orr. 177

As Doctor Green put it, "The line of partition depends

upon the criteria, and the criteria depend upon the line of partition, end both of these are unknom quantities." 178

An ex&i1iple of

this circular was Briggs r date of the law according to its use in ·the
Psalms, "Law in -the Psalter is for the most part used in Psalms
very lata postexilic date. nl79

of

But these very Psalms had been shown

to be post-exilic because of the reference to the law and what

the

critics considered historical anachronisms.
Doctor Orr exa111ined eight alleged characteristic words

and

phrases of the different documents a..11d found therr to be inconsistent
in use, that is, those supposed to be especially characteristic

of

a document were found in at least one other a few ti...11es.

is

one of the examples he gave:
Vfe are told again that 'the J ahvist

Below

speaks of nsine.i 11 ; the Elohist of "Horeb"'.
E' s usage reduces i tsalf to three passage s

(Ex. iii.l; xvii.6; xxxiii.6)--the last uqo
de termined mai nly by the presence of the
word; J employs Sinai solelz in chaps. xix.
(cf.ver.l; xxiv.l6,P) and x:r..xiv.2,4, in
connection mth th9 actual ~v5. ng of the
law. The related expression "mountain of
God 11 seems common (Ex.ii;_.l,E; iv.27 ,J;
xxiv • 13? ).180
l~o~~er

characteristic that the critics leaned heavily upon

was that in J the name of' Jacob was changed to Israel in the latter
part of his life but th e.t E retained Jacob throughout.

But Doctor

Orr showed 'that this was not a consistent usage, by sighting

the

following avid enoe:
J had recorded the change of name from
Jacob to Israel in chap x:x:xii. 24-3.2, but
from soma eccentric motive he is supposed
not to commence his use of "Israel" till
xxxv.21. Yet, as the text stands, ''Jacob"
is foo.nd in a J narrative later (chap. xxxvii
34), and "Israel " in a long series of E passages (Gen. xxxvii,3; xlv.27,28; xlvi.l,2;
xlviii. 2,8, 10,11, :1.4,21 ). There is no reason
for denying these verses to E except that
this name is found in them.l8I

Though not having time or space to examine each individual alleged
characteristic in vocabulary, diction, and representation, yet the
foregoing made clear tha t the analyses made on linguistic grounds by
these critics did 11ot follow a set standard but were highly subjective and slight differences were made to f:i.t the hypothesi s rather
than that the hypofuesis should result from comparison to a standard.

B.

The Historical Argument Examined

The Value £!the Arguments

T.~is

ergurnent as used applied to
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four phases:

The time shown by the writing; Citation's; internal and

external; Anachronisms; Silence.

Briggs stated the aspects of

the

argumen ·t; thus'
(1) The writing must be in accordanco with
it s supposed historical position as to time
and place and circumstances.
(4) Citations show the depence of the author
upon the author ar authors cited.
(5) Positive testimony as to ·the writing in
other ··wri tings of acknowledged a.uthor.i ty is
the strongest evidence.
(6) The argument from silence is often of
great valueol82
Time .

Professor Zanos b rought out that "the time a writing

pictured," in order t o be useful evidence, depended on t-wo conditions :
First, sufficient knowledge of the contemporaneous history and condition of things
apart from the literary productions investigated, and second, c:Je ar e.nd lll§;rked traces
of that histoy in the writings ••• But these
conditions ••• are not always present. ~nd
their absence renders the use of . this method of criticism a delicate one, needing care
in its use.l83
However, men dealing wifu the Pentat euch it was ne ce ssary to remembar that it was from a historical world of its own, therefore vras its
own his tor ical commentary.

For this reason Professor Zenos said _.

rtThe critical problan furnished by suctl books is difficult, bee~ se
it is impossible to avoid reasoning 5.n a circle. ''184

The critic ' s

only recrur se was to r econs ·bruct the his tory out of the sa."Tle literary
productj_on whose date and authenticity he was investigating and then
compere fue facts regarding the document wHh the facts in the documen ts.

As Professor Zenos said,

11

This is certainly not a pure ap-

plication of the historical a rgument.''l85
Ci tati ons.

In the sense that citations were used in secular.

criticism none existed for the Pentateuch, for there are no extant
productions of that time to give citations.

The only citations then

were those bet\veen and within the books of the Pentateuch.

The de-

pendence of one section of the Pentateuch upon another could not be
taken to be proof of diversity of authorship any more than of Mosaic
au thor ship.

Doctor Briggs recognized the difficulty of ascertaining

dependence, saying,
In case of drubt as to which author uses the
other, or whether two or more au-thors may not
depend upon an earlier au thor this doubt can
be resolved only by the careful determination
of the exact interrelation of the passages
and the genesis of the one out of the other.
This is ·!:;he most difficult principle of the
higher criticism in its application.le6

Even after emphasizing the need of care irJ application it did not
seem that he exercised the needed cauticn in the following application.
In Josh. x .12,13, e. strophe is cited from
the book of J asher, describ:l.ng fue ti1 eophany
at the ba·btle of Bethh or on. Two other ex'Grects
from this book are given in the o. T. The one,
2 Ssm, e. dirge of wonderful beauty and po;;er;
the other is a little piece of four lines in
I Kings viii, 12,13, which, s.ccording to the
lJDC· was also taken from the book of Jasher.
This passage is cited in the words of Solomon
at the dedication of the temple. If now the
book of Je.sher contains, besidGs 1;he ode of
the battle of Beth-Heron of' the time of Joshua,
a dirge of De.v:i.d, e.nd a piece of' poetry of
Solomon, t..'he. t book could not be earlier t:b...an
the dedication of the temple of Solomon. The
compiler "''no cites from. that book could not
have compiled the book of Joshua before the
book from which he cites was written. Therefore, the book of Joshua could not have been
compiled in its present form before the dedication of the temple. If now the book of
Joshua is inseparable from fue Pel'lta'ceuch and
makes '~th it a Rexateuch, and i f the four
docu..lllents from the Pentateuch run right on

o.
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through the book of Joshua, then i t is eviden·b
the t the Pente.teuch could not have be en cornpiled by Moses, but must l",ave baerl compiled
subsequent 1 to the dedication of the temple of
Solomon ol87
This was e.n inaccurate use of the prj.ncip le of c:i.tation, be cause:
(1) Briggs made the book of Jasher quote Solomon when the reverse
was th€ more plausible fact of the citation, it would seem only na:cural ths. t Solomon quoted a verse from an ancient book of poetry on
such a solemn occasior:;; (2) Too muc."":i credence was given to an obscure phrase in the LXX ..,vhich was not in the Masso:retic text; (3)
The b ook of Jasher could have been a collection of songs and poetry
added to as t..hey were written much in the way of the book of Psalms o
Doctor Briggs sighted the reference to the bo ok of the ''V ·ars of Jehovah 11 in Numbe rs 21:14 as an implication of e.notter author
Moses. 188

than

But nothing was said :in Scripture concerning the author

of this book and no reason to believe that :i.t was not a composition
of the time of Moses from which he wo;.ld have quoted the short piece
of poetry .

'Ihe reference proves nothing mora than that th ere was

such a book.

These were the only important uses of this prir.teip le

of citation, the others being supposed citations -the critics found
ba tv."een the pre-conceived documents.

This latter use :i.n no manner'

came under ·tbe principle as adopted from earlier criticism.
J\na chronisms.

Doctor Brig g s attempted to build a strong case

against Mosaic ruthorship of -the Pentateuch by the historical argument.

He held with other critics the.t wherever Moses was cited as

he.ving given sane le.ws or other material that did not give proof of
Mosaic authorsh ip of" the whole but only those specific portions .
Briggs

stated~
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All the. t the Pentateuch says as to Mosaic
authorship we may accept as valid and true;
but we cannot be ·a sked to accept such a com':"
prehensive inference as that Mose s 'ftro~~e the
whole Pentateuch from the simple s tatements
of the Pentateuch that he wrote out the few
things dis tincly specified.l89
They t hought that it recpired them to "spring ewer " too wide a stre ~liCh

of reanoning to accept, from the Mosaic r eferences, his e.uthorshiM
yet did not deem it such a wide jump in setting forth the documentary
hypothe sis on

~

the Pentateucho

mention of a redactor

ll

or editing, or later da/ce of

It should be noted that the use of the third person

ill the Pentateuch was e. common usage in Hebrew riting as shown by

its use thr ru ghout the Prophets.
Briggs listed elev·en "Historical objections" to Mosaic authorship and cormnentad on ihem.

It was worthy of note

t!~

t in the comment

on t hese Briggs was forced, with but one exception to say that
11

irnplies••l90 e. later time.

Implications never become facts.

this
The one

exoep t i on to this was Genesis llp J4 handled bel ow, e l ong '"-:i.th Exodus

16:35.

Briggs cited these "Historical Objections" saying,
These are all historical statements which are
inoon sis tent with Mosaic authorship. Either
then they are notes· of later editors, or else
the Vll"it ings which contain them must be later
than history iJT>.plied in them ••• We are compelled either t o take them as editorial notes,
or, as this is C.if'fi cult if not i mpossible in
many of these cases, to regerd them as from
document s written by other persons than Moses.l91

HC7r:ever it

\~S

found the. t bo fu of "these Scriptures which were claimed

to be anachronisms en:l the others c :l.te·d have explanations cons is tent
with t he historical time of Moses.

Genesis

J.4:J4

ttAnd pursued as far

as Dan. "" we.s shown in relat-ion to Judges 18:29 to point out ihe difficulty:

"And they called the ne.me of the city Dan, e.fter the name
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of Dan their father, who was born unto Israel; howbeit the name of
the city was Laish at the first."

The context in Judges showed that

the former city of Laish had been destroyed by the Den :i. tes who re-

built e. city and called it Dan.

Thus a city fonr...erly calle d Le.ish

was c he. nged to Dan ; but there was no pro of the. t it was the same city
as that narn.ed in Genesis lL~: 14, this was an assumption on the parJc
of 'fu.e critics.

1he Old Testament conser"ativ e sch olar, MacDill,

came t o the conclu sicn:
~at

11

The se critical objectors further assume

Dan, e.s mentioned in Genesis, was a city 1 though it was not s o

called, an:l though 'Josephus expressl y says that it h ere designates
one of the forl:s of the ~Tordan , Jor being the name of the ot:her. 111 92
It was also p ossible -that the Dan mentic.ned in Genesis, i f it was

!I

city, we.s a. different ci ty than t hst one whi ch had a chan ge of nwe
in fue time of Jud ges.

It has not been proven to be e historical

obje ction aDd was only so a ccounted by those seeking to prove

a

fue ory •

.Another cl e.rii'ioation on an alleged anachronism was Exodus

16:35, ".And the children of Israel did

e~d;

manna forty years until

t hey c ame to a land inhabited; they did eat t he manna., un~Gil they
ca.lT!e unto the borders of' the land of Can ae.n."

Docter Briggs oom-

mented1 "This passage implies the entrance into Canaan after the
death of Moses and the author' s lr..nov:ledge of the event described in
Jo shua 5;12.n193

The "implication" was overdrawn, for t h e verse did

not record that vhich could be said only fr om the standpoint of Canaan.

Surely e. man under God's guidanc e and leadership, giving pro-

phet ic tttterances from time to time, could have r a cO!"ded this fact.
It was assent ially a record of' a backward loo k to what Jehovah had

dona.,

There v..rs.s no reason for believing Moses could not have written

that Isre.el ate manna nuntiln they rea.ched the borders of Canaan. The
other alleged hi storical objections have been dealt with by conserve.tive scholars

~nd

t hey have shown that there are other alternatives

of explana t ion whi ch corresponded with Mose s time and made the documentary hypo-thesis unnecessary.l94
Silence.

Doctor Briggs felt that the argument from silence

had come :i.nto great prominence 1:1-rJd gave much weight to ihe documentary hypothesis.

Doctor Briggs' sta "bement in speaking of t he use of

the argument was noteworthy, "The internal eviden ce must be used wi th
grer1.t caution and sound judgment."l95

The reason for extreme caution

was that silence could have three roeanings according to Professor
Zenos.

(1) ignorance of the facts in regard to which
the author is silent
(2) indifference to them, or
(3) design to keep back or suppress the knowledge of them.196
Of these -three only the first pertained to the critidsm of the Pentateuch, e.s the cri t ics app lied fue principle.

This ignoranc e

may

be due to two things-: Fi rst , the non-ocrurance of the evant; Secondly,
just tha. t -the aufu or did not have the oppor tunity to know of
vent due to circumstance s or carelessness.

the e ..

Therefore the argument

was very much limited to use as attested by the critic Bacon,
Arg~ments e s i lentio are only of force when a
s trong independent probability can be established that t h e v.=-riters would have used it
(the rna ter ial of which theJ· are silent), or
would at least have expressed themsel ves other..
wise then they did, if they had known of it.l97

Professor Zenos conceded that this wa s a fair statement to govern the
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application of the argurre nt and that this "probability" had to be
established by good evidence.

He gave three conditions for e stab-

lishil1g this possibility: 1. Importance of the :n1a tters concerned;
2. Pertinency or relevancy to the subject; 3• .Absence of sufficient
proof that writer intentionally ignored matters.J-98

So the argu-

ment from silence could give only 1'implicati onsr. or "probabilities",
not specific fa cts.

Zenos examined the critical application of this

argument in regard to the Mosaic laws end the periods of Samuel and
Kings.l99

He carne to the conclusion that it gave very weak infer-

ence beceusep
It does not necessarily follow that the legislation must have been observed, if kno\'.~1 •••
Thus, this application of the argument, though
not illicit, nor useless altogeihe r, is apt to
prove of little value practically, on account
of the intricacy of the process it requires
and · the temptation to introduce a weak link
into the chain it involves--a temptation which,
even with the utmos t care, it wou ld be hard not
to fall into unawaras.200

The IW.in use of the argument of silen ce was to attempt to prove that
the Deuteronomic code was not in existence till t.h.e time of Josiah
end the Priest's code ti 11 the exile.

.After a lengthy discourse on

th e silence as to feasts and the day of atonement, Briggs gave

the

foll ov.ring conclusion:
There are evidences of the presence from time
to time in the history and literature of certain laws of D before Josiah, and of certain
laws of P before Ezra_, but n ot of these codes
and writings as such. In general there is
silence as to these codes end there is unconscious infraction of them. The history
kn ows nothing of tre code of D before Josiah
and of the code of P before Ezra.20l
He admitted that some of the laws were known and that the silence was
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not complete. thereby he disproved the foundation of his own nrgumente:

The silence we.•· not complete so tr,e evidence of the fact t.ha.t

the code was not mentioned as

S'..lch

bears no wed:ght.

According to t h e

con.di ti ons given the critics should have looked for the reason
the

11

for

partie.l silence" rather than conclude it was due to the non-

existence of the codes.

Yv.

Robertson Smith came to the conclusion

by a different argument, essentially, that common worsh ip of Jehovah, mixed with worship of the gods of Canaan, grew up among

the

Jewish nation because there was no written le,w in the fonn of the
Deuteronomic and Priestly codes.

His statements were:

Now it is certain i:he. t ihe first sustained and thorough attempt to put down the
popular worship, a n d establish an order of
religion confonned to the written le.w, was
under King: J os iah.
eeoeee • •••••••e••••••• •• •• ••• •••••••••••••

Thess feats do not mean,· merely, that
the law ws.s dis obeyed. They imply that the
complete system of the Pentateuch was not
known in the pericd of i:h e Kings of Judah,
even as the theoretical constitution of
Israe1.202
Doctor Smith's whole argument was based on the lack of the masses to
observe the law, though there was evidence that the 1 aw wa s at least
partially known.

For according to his own word,

.Although many individua 1 points of ritual
resembled the ordinances of t h e Law, the
Levitical tradition as a whole had little
force in fue central sanctuary as with the
mass of the people o203
·
Therefore this -.,.ras an incorrect use of the ar gument of silence, for
the law we.s shcwm by sotre references to be partially known.
observance could have been due to indifference.

Doctcii' Smith

The nonalso

highly exaggerated the mixture of the Canaanitis h gods wit h Jehovsh
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worship ..

None of the critics' arguments examined showed a consisten·t

use cf the principle of silence according to the secular us0 of that
principle.

The main defs.ult being, they did not C·::msider the alter-

natives to non-cccurfu,ce of any mattera

None inquired as to the rea-

son of the s ilence fr om the a.uthor 's point of view, v.hich ·was actually
the he art of the argument as stated by secular critics.

As Doctor Orr

said in connection with critics' application of silence regarding the
laws , "The argument from mere silence then , to begin with that,

is

proverbially precarious; in a case like the present it is peculiarly
so." 2 C4

For instance, Doctor Kuenen v.rr ote, "The decrees of the

priestly law were n::>t made and invented during or after the exile,
but dravm up.

Friar to the exile, the priests had already delivered

·verbally what ••• they after•va.rd committed t o ·writing. n205

'l 'his was

admi ssion the t fue re were eviden c es of the ex istence of portions of
the code before the exile; then there was not si lence.

There baing

s ome practice of i:he laws of the code what proof was there that

it

was not written long before the exile?
MacDi.ll made manifest t":te misconceptions possible by such an
application of the argument of silence to the Pentateuch:
The Pentateuc h does not mention, quote.
or allude JGo, nor in any way indicate, suggest , or recognize any other book of the Bible.
The Pentateuch, therefore , must have preceded
all the other books of the Bible. It is silent in regard to Hose a, Jeremiah, and Ise,iah,
and it must, therefore, have been written before their time . It makes no allusion to any
of the Ps3.lrns and therefore it preceded even
the Davidic Psalms. Neither does the Pentteuch in any vay allude to or recognize the
books of Samuel, Judges, or Joshua. It is,
therefore, of earlier date "than any of these
books. This reasoning would be entirely conclusive :t provided silence of one book concern-
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ing another wera proof of prior existence,
which it is not; for mt'lny an author has no
occas i on to mention contemporary crt' preceding au'th ors .,2o6
In the sana mm ner the argument from si lance applies to the doc uments
and redactors th e.t the cri tics surmise existed.

lifo reference was made

in the prophets or Pentateuch concerning fo nne r documents in the form
of his t<rie s or otherwise of the extent the c riti c s held existed., Neither has e.ny mention evar been f rund of

t..~e

unknown redactors nor mu ch

less of such a s ch ool of editors, tffirefore, according to their use of
argument., ne i ther of tl>..ase existed.

The c r i tics have arguea fuat if

the Pen·bateuch existed the prophets --wou l d have quoted from e.nd alluded

to it ; but would not the sam3 have held true of the docu..ments
c laimed existed?

they

Carte. :in ly the argu1rent from silen ce was a pre cari ous

one to use ani not a conch1 si ve one for showing the lateness of

the

Pentateuchsl c odes, as coming from the time of the exile, having been
pre c eded by the prophets.
Doctor Simpson applied the e.rgumant differently in The Interpreter ' s Bible .

As alluded to ab ove he assumed certain portions

of

s c ripture t o belong t ogether in order to rave a basis for analyzing
the sty l e of the writer and characteristi c express i ons.

He

th en

noted that in this mater i al tmre was silen ce e.s to sacrifices

by

the patriar chs e.s contrasted with the other portions of Genesis.
Therefore , he r eas oned that it was related to the lt'ass of detailed
regulations conc erning sacrif'ices in Exodus_, Leviticus , and Numbers
and ibus constituted the P document.

The silence of fuase portions

of s cripture as to sac rifice was not unusual because of the criteri on

by which they were s eparated.

They were f or the most part on ly

two
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or three verses here and there separated becau se they were ffe.ge
verses, and the material inseparable from them."

Verses and pe.s-

sages isoleted on the basis of one subject matter wou ld naturally
not cover the whole range of' Pentateucha.l subjects, and especially
unrelated subjects.

C.

The Theological .Argu111ent Examined

The tteologica.l argument was centered mainly abo ut the viewp oints expressed in fue different alleged documents.

There was

an

attempt to show that there was an ascending scale of theolo ?;ical
thOLt ~ht from the older documents to the la. tar ;vri tings, thus a.n e· ~~tioo

~

fue

i~aof

G~.

There has been a portion of Biblica 1 theology that arranged
the characteristic differences of theological concept in the Bible
to s how the different periods, or schools of thought, and even
individuals.

of

This same idea was applied by critics to arran ge the

viewpoints expressed in the alleged document to show development;
.Blllt Zenos p ointed out tre difference in application i:hus:

But in applying the e.r gument R. difference ts to be noticed between Biblical theology and cri tic:l.srn. It is one thing to
reco e;nize characteristic differences in works
whose authors are already in other ways kno"M'l
to be different, and another to establish authorship or any other point in c r iticism from
assumed differen ces or peculiarities .207
Because of the uncertainty of the argument it was necessary that it
be used as only

corroborati~e

Zenos pointed out,

11

to other evidence; for as Profess or

In other cases it is limited in force and leads
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to uncertain results. 11 208

This use of the argument was definitely

affected by Hegelian philosophy, \\hich failed to take into account
all the facts of histary.2°9

Some men were far ahead of their time

and their viewpoints did not f i t in 1ro any regular plan of development.

Far advanced ideas have been t..'he product of great minds which

have had only partial success in their own generation m1d seemed to
lie dormant for generations afterward until conditions were right
for their ideas to flourish.

Moses was one who was greatly in ad-

vance of his years in his spiritual perceptions and God especially
chose to give truth through him that was for years of progress.
Rishell brought this fact into clear focus by saying,
The evolutionist supposes that the development of religious knowledge a.nd practice kept
pace with e e.ch oi:her. Our Old Testament leaves
the impression that, far in advance and almost
once for all, God laid down a standard of faith
and practice, behind which the actual prac -~ice
of the people lagged for centuries.210
Thus the criteria of the principle were not only extremely subjeotive in character but also difficult to classify as t o development
because human beings did not always f i t into well defined channels
of progress.

Much of the Old Testament was history of man's retro-

grassion and revival in a consecutive pattern.
Doctor Briggs' ten particular theological criteria which
felt were a guide to determining the dates of the doc\llrents
Hexateuch w-ere:

(1) Divine revelation in dreams is frequent
in E ••• It is mentioned in D••• but is not known
to J •••
(2) There is a different conception of theophanies in these writers . E narrates frequent
appearances af the theophanic angel of God. J
reports appearances of theophanic angel of

he

of the

Yahweh ••• But neither D nor P knows of such
a theophanic angel •••
(3) There is e. d if farent concepti on of miracles. The miracles of E were always wrought
by ne ans of some external instruments ••• The
miracles of P were wrought by the finger of
God •••
(4) There is a difference in the doctrine of
the Coven ant.
(5) ••• In ancient times the prophets were
called nsears" from the ecstatic state in
which they prophesied. 1ne term "man of Godn
then came in to use in the time of Elijah, and
is commonly used in the Ephraimitic sources
of Kings. At a later date nl'Jabi" was used to
indicate prophets of a higher order who were
preachers or spokesmen of Yahweh. The fact
that E J D use this term would indicate that
these documents were not composed before the
age of Elijah.
(6) The doc·trine of the divine Spirit is not
found in E ... The divine Spirit in J rests upon Moses and the elders endowing them with the
power to prophesy in the ecstatic state ••• But
P gives a doctrine of the divine Spirit which
is vastly higher ••• Such an exe.l ted doctrlne
of the divina Spirit is found elsewhere in the
literature no earlier than the second Isaiah.
The poem vh ich contains i t must be of late
date.
(7) The attributes of' God are only indirectly
te.ugh t in E, but in J they appear in several
im~ortant passag es •••
(8) There are striking differences in the doctrine of sin. Sin is mentioned in E only in
general terms and in connection with special
acts of evil-doing. J unfolds the doctrine of
sin in a graphic manner from the point of view
of person a 1 re la ti on to God •••
(9) The divine judgment of sin is comm.only
expressed in the Hexateuch by hardening the
heart. But the documsnts have different expressions for it.
(10) The doctrine of redemption in E is simply redemption from evil and not from sin •••
In J it is the nature of God to forgive sin •••
In D Yahweh chooses Israel and enters into a
relation of love with them. P conceives of
redemption either as the removal of sin from
the persons of fue sinners or sacred places,
or as the covering it over at the divine altars by the b load of the sil1 offerings. 211
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11

Briggs 1 conclusion after the discussion of these points was :

Thase

show the same order of development that we h ave found in the legislation and in t.l-J.e language, and indicate that the documents were composed at such epochs as best explain this development . n212

It was

not the object to attempt a refutation of each point but to examine
the whole to ascertain if it were a cor1·ect usage of the argument e.s
set forth in chapter III.

The main objection to Briggs' use

was

that some of the very cri-tl'l:de. here used t o show the ascendance of
theological viewpoint he used previously to separate the documents,
therefore it was a circular argument.

Two notable examples of this

were t.~e statement in reference to the miracles (3) and that of the
words used for the hardening of fue heart.

In the case of miracles,

E was separated from J in Exodus 7-18 espe cially, principally on the
basis of the instrument used in performing the mira.cle s and tho ward
used for the hardening of tre heart.

'lhe arguments of Briggs when

examined closely shmv that they wera based almost entirely on

the

words used or vocabulary, wh ich was vitally connected with the subject discussed; fuerefore it was essentially an argument from language rather tha n theologi c al concept.

As shown above certain vo-

cabulary was directly tied to subject matter and because the documents were separated primarily on the basis of vocabulary it followed
t.llat each document dealt particularly with one cate gory of subject

matter, thus the priestly document centered around priestly language
and subje c t.
The cr.i-;t'ios of the Pentateuch stated that

scme concepts ;vere

early and some late when this was not based en any objective fact
found in a standard by which t o compare their documents but from the
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subjective supposition ·tilat the concept had to develop in Israel as
in other tribes e.nd races.

Doc tor .Allis sunnned up the5.r supposition

thus,
That the history of Israel, especially
the religious history, must have followed in
general the same pattern as that of other nations and races and the.t the theory of naturalistic evo lution must be applied to all
w-lthout excep·tion.213

A portion from Briggs' application of the argument sho·wed Doctor
Allis's statement to be the cr-itics' view.
The humanitarianism of Dt. may -be best explained from the experience of the troublous
times from Hezekiah till Josiah. The pr ophet ~os repeatedly rebukes the oppressors
of the poor ••• and this oppression is forbidden in Ex ••• 'I'he prophet I saiah emphasizes the wrongs of the fatherless and widows. But no prophet before Jeremiah seems
to be concerned >nth the oppression of the
stranger . The terms (Ex. xx . lO; Deut.v . l4,
Decalogue;- Ex. xxii. 20; xxiii . 9 , 12, Coven ant Code) are Deuteronomic redactions.
But Deuteronomy combines "the stranger and
the fatherless end the widow" xiv.29; xvi.
11, 14; xix. 20, 21; ••• a phrase used nowhere else ••• But Dt. also thinks of the
stranger alone ••• end so Jeremiah first
among the prophets o •• and then Ezek ••• ~1al .
It is evident t:b.at ethically the Deuter onomic Code rises higher than Amos, Hosea,
and Isaiah, and prepares the way for Jeremiah and Ezekiel.214
It was apparent that Briggs built on the assump-bi on that the Prophets, Amos, Hosea, e.nd Isaiah, carre before the law of Deuteronomy.
It was IJ.ot an objective analysis of the Prophets and then a compe.rison with the concept as found in the Pentateuch, as would have bean
necessary to comply with the ar gument from theology.

fur-thennore,

the very fe.ct th.1i.t Briggs had to rely on redactional notes in Exodus to make the mole fit the scheme was actually destructive

to
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the whole argumsnt .

For all evidenco had to be consistent vrl.th the

argument or it was self-destructive.
It was easy to use suppos:i t'd.on as 'Go v.1hen different rites,

ceremonies, and especially language connected vri fu these arose, but .

fue . authentici 1lf of e. bock or part of a book can be c ontradicted only
by known sub atantiated facts that are cert ain.

In reality the argu-

ment from vie·wp oin t v.Jas closely related to the h5.storical argument
in that it cente1fte d around the historical setting of oph1ions.

refute a work on the basis

of

To

opinion and ideals in the realm of sub-

jectivitjr would necessitate a history of every realm of life exact
to the minute detail as a star:rls.rd by which to compare end graduate.
This standard was not available outs ide the Pentateuch and no inv;ard
standard remained after the atomizing of the c ritics to fit

their

theories.

D.

Mis ce llan eous Arguments Examined

Under this hes.ding were considered fue various methods

of

such Higher Criticism that were not adopted rrom former criticism
but originated by critics of the Bible.

There were mainly twol The

Doublet Theo17; And redaction by unknown editors.
Doublet The orv.

The s.lle ged Doublet theory is one of the the -

erie s which has c orne forth from the school of Higher Criticism.

The

theory is that e. number of events have been related more than once
in

me

Pentateuch.

Which parallel accounts are claimed to be dupli-

cation "\'li'lich could only be the result of combining two or more documents and therefore proof' of composite authorship.

This rvas

not~
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stric tly speaking, then , a ms ·tn cd of Higher Criti c ism but in reality
a phen omen on whi ch the c ritics clai:rred was an argument of more than
one ori g i na l s ource..

The re was no record of su ch an argutre n·t. having

been used i n former crit icisrn of ancient writings.

From the logical

standpo int it v;as a fueo ry until proved fact, a.nd this would.

have

only been possible if docurents were found as evidence of the ce.se
in point.

The doml et s were used as a basis for the literary argu-

ment as shown previrusly in this Chapter.215

Th e main doublet the

critics claimed was Genesis 1: l-2:4a and Gene s is 2=4b-25 ·V'Thich was
shown above to b e an erroneous distinct:i on.

Doctor Briggs se t forth

what he considered to be eleven of such doublet or triplicate narra tives in the Pentateuch: Creation , Deluge, Decalogue, Peril of midwives, The twelve stones at Jordan, Tw o of murrain and insect pests
i n ih e plagues, The call and blessin g of Abraham, Rebellion in the
wilderness, Water f rom t he rock, and Moses' a ssistants .216

Driver

looated sixteen however, and Wellhausen and Dillmann -pushed the number of such doublets to extrave.gance.217

Doctor Green stat ed, after

the discussion and setting aside of sev eral supposed doublets, that
they cen be set aside in detail and are 'the result of "measuring
ancient oriental narratives by the rules of modern occidental disccurs e. n218

Doctor Allis v ery clearly manifested that 'fue division

into double narratives was comparatively easy because of "two very
marked feAtures of the Biblic a l (Hebr aic) style . 11219
The first of 'these features is syntactical:
the frequency with vih ich loosely compounded
sentences (comple te sentences joined by 'and')
occur in the Old Testament. Genesis 1. is
an illustrati on of this. • •• The second feature of the Biblical style whioh readily lends
itself' to s ource analysis is the frequency
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with which el~~8ration and repatiti on occurs
in ihe Bible.
Repati tion was native to the very express iv e nature of the Hebrew
language, being the He brew way of

emphasis.

'!!his extended from the

doubling of a verb for emphasis, such as, "blessing I will bless
thee,"

11

rnul tip lying I wi 11 multiply thy seed 112 21 "00 the dru bling of

phrases, and narratives.

Thu s repetitions were not meaningless as

Eichhorn and others have said, but was the Hebrew style to bring emphasis on that which was repe ated. 222

These critics have

cla in:ed

that the separate ideas afforded two complete narratives but when
the results were examined this was far from ccmplete.

As MacDill

said regarding the J narrative of the f lood, "it can sce.recaly be
realized how abrupt, broken, and incoherent this account is,

be

cause the reader will supply ideas which have been made familiar
to him by reading the full account."223
The examination of the J flood document revealed

that ··..--~ ..,,,:·

God comrnan:ied Noah ani his family to go into the ark, thou gh no instructi ons

had been given for its building nor yet anything

about the members of Noah's fanily. 224

"J giv es

said

no information as

to what the ark was, or v.ho made it, or whether it was made at all
until near the close, where it is incidentally stated that
made it.n225

As Doctor Allis so aptly put it,

11

Noah

If the critics are

to be f ollowed all the way on fuis line, one is l eft in doubt as to
whether th..e writer "~" did not kna.v anything a bout this great boat
or whether his description of it was simp l y discarded when the documents were combined. 11226
of

6:9-22

Chapter seven needs precisely the statement

(which is assigned to P) to render i t complete and compre-
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hensible.

The phrase, ".And Jehovah shut him in" 7:16b, was placed

immediately following 7:12 in J and stands dislocated arrl

alone.

Thus repetitions were not to be found in every part of the narrative
and a pla.i n read :in g of the two documents manifested that neither was
a complete whole.

The divisions made by the critics caused. the ac-

counts to appear c cntradic tory.
The examination of the doublet theory revealed that it
not an application. of any

rret.~

od of criticism but rather a

was

di vid-

ing of narratives which cor1tain much repetition in the Hebrew style
of emphasis.

.AHhough the Hebrew style did. lend itself to division

the attempt to separate the historical accounts into two dist:inct
coherent stories was a failure, for each account needed the other to
form a complete record.

The contradictions which were cited to prove

the theory of composite authorship would have largely disappeared if
an attempt had been made to see the harmony and unity in the repeated
factual accounts and thus to discover the reasons for repetition and
emphasis given.227
Redactors.

There was a precedent in secular criticism of an-

cient writings for some editing, but none on the scale of the
proposed by fue critics of the Pentateuch.

plan

The scheme of redaction

v.nich was introduced by Hupfeld was at first very simple, w.ainly that
three or perhaps four documents were put together by e. redactor, who
added only a few connecting words and phrases..

But this was eventu-

ally enlarged to include a school of redactors who edited material
for both J and E then conflated them, the product of which we.s years
later redacted with D and eventually with P and H.

The redactor vms

considered to have used a free hand in making elaborations and changes
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in some places yet in others used ihe sources precisely as found at
the cost of error or rapeti.tion.

The summation of the redaction proc;,.

ess was given by Doctor Simpson in The Interpreter's Bible:
It is thus impossible to speak of any
str:i.ct sense of the authcr of Genesis. The
Redactar--RP--who conflated JE and P has
the best claim to be so r e garded, for he
dete:nnir.ted the fonn of the book. Yet even
his work received certain additions •• .228
Driver gave the follcming comment on the v;ay the supposed redactor
worked:
J and Ewere ccmbined into a whole by a compiler whose rre thod of work, sorretimes incorporating long sections of each intact (or
nearly so), sometirre s fusing the parallel
accounts into a single ne.r rative ••• The whole
thus formed (JE) wes afterwards combi.!'led
vlith the narrative P by a secm:rl compiler,
who, adopting P as his frame work, accomodated JE to it, omitting in either what was
necessary in order to avoid needless repetition, ani making such slight redactional
adjustments as the unity of his work required.229
·

Briggs also held that at times the

unkno~~

redactors made fUll ex-

tracts from each dccument but that at other times he mde additions,
modifications, and explanatory remarks.

Thus the redactor or school

of redactors were very skillful and yet they left in the received
text many inconsistencies and incongruities which t he critics have
had to set right.
It seemed appropriate to give several of the examples where
recourse was made to redactional notes.

Driver c onceded that though

Genesis 5 : 2-5, 9-28 we.s primarily P yet there was a foreign element,
11

and must thus have been derived, most probably by the compiler, from

a different source. tt230

Again, Driver b.ad to allude to tr.e compiler

because of the omrnissions from P of the birth of

Esau and Jacob and

Jacob 1 s life in Padds.n- .Aran which were nevertheless presupp osed by
the documnt .231

Doctor Briggs had to make the greatest concession

though, in his three strongest arguments from langpage.

In regard

to exceptions in fue use of the personal pronoun he said,

II

'l'he ap-

parent contradictions in Deuteronomy are due to different original
documents which have been incorporated ••• "232

Secondly, in regard

to the two exceptions on the use of the word for cap itel punishment.
he wrot.e, "both of which are probablyredactional."233

Thirdly, in

regard to the exception of death by s toning as it fitted the theory
he wrote, "The single example of t hi s ••• must be due to a l ater copyist substituting unconsciously a later for an earlier verb. " 2 34
Perhaps the strongest and most fatal referral to the redactor was
in The Interpreter's Bible, because it hit at the ,-ary heart of the
foundation of the whole system of division.
tor Simpson was:

11

The statement by Doc-

Us ing i:he names employed in referring to or ad-

dressing ,the Deity as our criterion--though allowance must be made
for occasional redaction alteration ••• n235
Earlier in the pap3r examples were given of where Elohin) e.ppeared in the Jehovah sections and visa versa, these vrere explained
as redactional notes e.ls o, thus the reference to the redactors work
amounted ma:inly to tampering with the evidence.

The very fact that

recourse had to be made to redactors, when no such person was mentioned or alluded to in the Pentateuch itself, or anywhere in connection with it, to take care ofonnnissions and criterion -that did
not fit the theory of the docume nts was fatal to the mole hypothe-

sis.
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E.

The Bins of the Critics

It was apparent from the first that there was a g;reat human
element that must enter into the use of the methods of Higher Griticism.

The methods themselves were powerless to point to the right

soluti on unless used by men who did not allow their own personal
bias to color their findings.

The very subjectivity of the methods

that were applicable to the Pentateuch made this of paramount importance.

In

t.~e

words of Professor Zenos,

Methods ere but instruments. They may be
used properly or improperly. They derive
their efficiency from him ¥1ho uses them.
Success in their use depends al togetbe r on
the equiprrent of the user. .And this equipment is to be found in the user's tone of
spirit and previous preparation and state
of mind.236
The critical scholars made a great appeal for others to be objective
in their thinking and to cast off their previous notions of the tradi ti onal theories that they might accept wha t critical scholarship
had to offer.

However no thinkin g person would be right in accept-

ing the results of criticism without exa.w.ining their personal bias
tha t influenced t ha i r study.
Doctor Briggs started his Pentateuch studies in Germany under
the teaching of ihe eminent conservative scholar Hengstenberg, bu t
because :he did not agree wi fu t.he cons erva t ive approach he tuned to
the guidance of the higher critic Roedi ger an::J later Ewald.

'Ihus in

his foundati cne.l studies of the Pentateuch Briggs admHted he received the instruction in critical methods which wru ld tend . tobias
him.

He expressed his personal bias as an Evangelical critic, thus,
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"In the ctO>nflict of opinion, evongelicel critics will waive their
opinions as to the divine authority of this testimony, but in their
own convictions, cri t5o e.l work, and teach ing s they will not waive
ihe m."237

However, by ~·Divine authority" Briggs did not mean the

authority of an infallible Word of God, that the conservative scholar memt, for this was inconsistent wi-th the supposed redactional
err ors and the questi c.n e.ble his tory that these critics cited.
Some of the bies of t his type of higher cr itic ism was evident
in the fact t hat Wellr_e.usen, Kuenen, Graf, Pfeiffer, and others, ineluding the suthors o f~ Interpreter's Bible, tena ci ous ly held to
naturalistic , evolutLmary philos ophy .

This was c l early shown by

the cr iticism Briggs leveled e.ga:ll1st the Wellhausen position

in

the section e.bmre and also their cr>'m q uotes that fol l•:>'ll. below.
I

First, from The Interpreter s Bible: "The story of' the growth of the
Hebrew literat-ure is in no fundamental way different from that
literature among other peoples ••• " 2 38

The real force of this state-

me nt was caught when it was realized that its basis was tbe
Kuenen-Wellhausen the ory.

of

Gre.f-

Kuenen h ims e lf stated, "The relig ion of

Israel is for us one of the great re ligions of t he world; neither
more nor l e ss. 11 239

.And as shown by a pr·avious quote t hes e critics

belie ved that the religion of Israel was purely naturalisticll beginni11g with polyihaism and preceding unto monotheism.
Secorrlly, Docto r Pfeiffer's opening statenent confirms this
bias, "The Old Testanl:lnt owes its origin primarily to the religious
aspirations of i:he Jews ••• the canonization of "fue Pentateuch we.s
dictated by t he r eli g icus needs of the Jewish community.tt240
When the me thods were applied by those .,.,ho were biased against
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supernaturalis m the results would naturally be questionable.

'Ibe

very fact the. t the Bible claims to be the divinely revealed Word of
God made the counter claim on the defensive.

That is, because the

Bible claims t o be supernatural, the scientific approach would have
he.d to have been t o accept this unti 1 proven false; and this he.s
never been done .

The bias of the critics having been \\hat it was,

caused them to a.t,terrp t to :rnake all criteria fit the hypothesis rather th a n an hypothesis to fit 'fue cri'teria.

This res11lted in endl e ss

confusion and criticism amongst the critics of the Pentateuch,
shown b elovr.

But

as

as Mr. Fitchett remarked, "Higher Criticism, of

course does not pretend to be an exact science.

Science hes its as-

certa.ine d and verifie d ce r t a inties, wh ich stand gocd through all de-

final.~241

bates and a re accepted universally as
statement a s was also t he following,

11

This ws.s a

fair

The unwritten law of i:he Higher

Cri-ticis-m is that every critic has the ri ght t o frame the theory
which best satisfies his own personal judgment.

There are no cen-

tral and universally admit t ed facts by which all theories must be
true and 'to which all mus t con form. 11242
These critics even severely criticized each other's stand and
results of application.

.After listing the conclusions and position

of a number of critics, Doctor Brig gs said: ''Some of the m like Spinoza,
were animated by a spirit more or less hostile to the evangelical
faith. u243

He said of the ve ry earliest critics, "They all made the

mistuke of proposing untenable theories of various k inds to account
for the facts, instead of working upon the facts and rising from them
by induction and generalization to permanent results. "244
said of Eichhorn's analysis,

11

Briggs

his analysis has been t he basis of
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all critical investigation since his day ••• but he somet i me s chased
she.dO'V/S • • • 11 245
In criticisn1 of the fragmentary hypothesis Briggs warned that
it was "also advocated by A. T. Hartmann, Von Bohlen, and others. It
was radical and destructive theory that called forth the determined
opposition of all earnest men and it was soon overthrown. "246

And

again in his comment of the supplementary hypothesis and those who
constructed it he said:

we must distinguish between the theory and
the facts upon which it is grounded. We
should not allow ourselves to be influenced
by i:he circumstances that many of the scholars who have been engaged in these researches
have been rationalis~ic or semi-rationalistic
in "!heir religious opinions; and that they
have employed the methods and styles peculiar
to the German scholarship of our century.247
And finally Briggs gave the following attack on some of the critics
who held to the development hypothesis, which was used as the basis
of The Interpreter's Bible;
Wellhausen, like Kuenen, attacks the
historical character of the Pentateuch,
denies the supernatural element, and reconstructs in the most arbitrary manner-but these fee:~ures are personal, and have
no necessary connection with his critical
analysis of fue literary doCU.inents and
legislation of the Pentateuch, so that
men of every shade of opinion with regard
to supernatursl and to evan gelical re ligion
may be found among the advocates of the
th~ory.248
Doctor Dri·ver, who was a very highly regarded critic., held
that the reminder of Genes is after separation of P belonged to J
and E together, which were very difficult to separate.

In this he

disagreed heartily with Dillmann, distinguishing minutely between
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J and E.

He commented:
Dillmann attempts to separate J ~~d E with
great ~inuteness. But it is often questionable if the phraseological criteri a up on
vlhich he mainly relies warrant the cone lusi ons
which he draws fr om them. He is apt (as
pr es ent write r ventures to think ) not to allow sufficiently f or the probabili~ that
two writers , whose ge ner a l style s were such
as those of J and E are known to have b een,
vrould make use of the s~:~me expressions where
these expressions are not (as in the c ase of
P) of a peculiar , strongly marked type, but
are such as might be used so far as we can
judge, by an wri·~i3r of the bast h is toriographical style .249

Thus Driver recognized and exposed weaknesses i n Dillmann's ana l ys is
and that i t did not accord wi th t he true p rinciples of literary criticism on three counts : (1 ) Distinction was lil..ad e on minute p oints, n ot
on fue overall ·work a s necessary according to the original argument.
(2) The use of questionable phr aseological criteriao

(3) Failure to

recognize that writers were capable of expressing themselves in more
-than one we:y; likewise, two authors able to express themselves
like terms.

in

It was particularly noted that Briggs followed Dillmann

in his fine analysis between J and E.

Therefore Briggs was actually

in conflict on this main analysis with Driver, his co-laborer in the
International Critical Comnente.ry.
against

The criticism which Driver leveled

Dillmann in his use of th e principle of style a nd diction

variat ion me.y be -turned upon Driver himself in his analysis
diffe rent documents on such flimsy evidence.

of

the

Thus the above examine.-

tion h as shown that the critics were not only biased in their application of the pr incip l es but that this bias caused considerable disagreement betvreen them.

The author in

~

Interpreter's Bible, point-

ed out these diffe rences b y saying, "Even among prominent sohole.rs
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opinions differ ."lidaly., e.ll the ·way from a relative conservatism to
a belief fue.t fue stories have grown up in a way typical of

most

early trs.d:l.tions .n 2 5°

F.

S_ummary.

Summary and Conclusion

This chapter was an examination of the methods used

by Higher Cri ticisrn and the application of i:hos e same methods.

The

literary method was found to be very subjective in character and that
the real key to its successful use could lie only in having a stand-

ard by which to establish the style of an author.

It was discovered

that dif'ference in style could be attributed to experience or age of
author .. different periods of composition, dif'farent au1h ors .. different subject me. tter, or asststan ts us ad.

Though acknowledged,

various possibilities were never considered as alternatives
applicetion.

The variation in Divine names and supposed

were the basis of the literary argument.

these
in

the

doublets

'Ihe variation in Divine

na.rres was found to be inconsistent with the theory if the evidence
was not tampered with and the doublets to be a misunderstanding of
the Hebrew repetition.

The act1.1al e ste.blishment of s:tyle of

the

four alleged documents was accomplished either by a.n examination of
the material separated by the criterie. of divine names or by the erroneous interpretEtti on of Exodus 6:2,

3.

Thus it was "in toto 11

a

circular argument which used criteria to distinguish the documents
and then arrayed that same criteria. with other minute differences
as proof of the various documents.

No proof was found that the meth-

ods of Higher Criticism had ever been verified for this type of crit-
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icism by their form: r use, in fact, the whole usage was contrary to
the necessity of havlng a star.da.rd of style by which to proceedo The
use of the literary argument was fue most important because it was
the basis of all the others, the arguments sta.11d or fall on t he va.::.
lidity of the rre thod and its application to the Pentateuch .
The historical argument was als o fcund to be very subjective
in character and wholly depro dent on the literary argument.

The one

ver;r necessary requirement for the proper use of the argument

was

missing, na.mel y, a. cognizant contemporary historic al b ackgrourrl. The
application of the a.rg.;.ment dealt mostly wi ib the alleged anachronisms which a ppeared as a result of either

~~sinterpretation

of scrip-

ture or the illusion caused by dividing the Pentateuch into documents e
The argument from silence was found to yield only

11

probabili ties" and

that many facts were overlooked by the critics in its use.

The whole

application of the historical e.rg,um€nt was under great supposition
because of the underlying bias of the critics, who held thaJc the history of Israel had to f'i t into a prescribed naturalistic system.
The theological e.rgm11ent was only taken as corroborative
entirely dependent on the literary partitioning.

It was even

and
more

subjective in application than the others and applied with the assumption that

viev~oints

developrr..ent .

Throughout the application of this argument as well as

expressed must fit a prescribed pattern of

with the others allO"Nance was made by the critics for redaction al
notes and changes to alleviate difficulties the. t did not square with
the prop os e d hypothesis.
The subjective arguiMnts were furthermore applied by sch olars
who were considerably biased in their viewpoint and much disagreement,
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which was more apparent in later criticism.
Conclusion.

Inasmuch as the methods were very subjective in

character a proper standard of

measurerr~nt

for style and historical

background was en absolute essential to proper use.

The external

history and certified \"'Titing fron1 which to establish ground
~'J.e

arguments were missing.

for

When the bias under which the methods

were applied was added to this it made it conclusive that the results of the application v.'ere purely subjective and not a valid basis for the partitioning of the Pentateuch into documentse

CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY .AND CONCLUSION

A.

Summary

This stud;<{ has included a. historical surve y of the Higher
Criticism of it.Je Pentateuch, a historical study of the methods used
by the critics of the Pentateuch, and an exa.mina.ti. on of the

argu-

ments and their application.
The historical study of Higher Criticism brought to light that
the traditional theory of Mosaic authorship of the Pentateuch
accepted by all but a. very few outside of Judaism and
until after the Reformation.

Christia.nit~r

Prior to the Reformation a. number of

scholars found statements in the Pentateuch wh ich they felt
hard to understand in -the light of Mosaic authorship,

were

the main one

of these being, the record of Moses' death in the last chapter
Deuteronomy.

was

of

The Reformation raised the question of the e.uthority

and authenticity of the Bible in general and especially the Pentateuch.

The Destructive Hi gher Criticism of the Pentateuch, for all

practical purposes, commenced with Jean .Astruc in 1753·

Since ·that

time there were seven distinct hypotheses set forth by these cr itics
of the Pentateuch, each of which was contradictory on some points to
the former and yet by most of these critics considered to be an
vanced proposition.

ad-

Though most Biblical scholars, who di sregard

Mosaic authcrcship of the Pentateuch, $.ccept some form of the docu-

men tary theory of the relationship of J • E, D, P, yet there is wide
disagreement e.s to v>lhat constitutes the documents and fueir dates of
composition and redaction.

Unti 1 the twentieth century, the crit-

ics have tended to date t h e

docurr~nts

post-exilic and to deny

the

historicity of most of the Pentateuch; but twentietli century criticism has been dating the docurn::Jnts earlier, locating otl-.er

minor

documents, and sowing seed ideas that would in reality und ermine
the whole documentary theory.

The whole documenta.ry position was

not nearly so secure at the mid-century ma:rk e.s it was on the eve of
the twentieth cenillry.

The mos t extensive critical work of the twen-

tieth century, which wi 11 no doubt do much to further the documentary hypothesis, was The InteEEreter' s Bible.

It was based entirely

on the dccumente.ry hypothesis bot.}} in the introductory artie] es and
in its emgesis.

.And H follo;ved i:hrougp.out i:he developmental in-

terpretation of the hypothesis as set forth by Graf-Kuenen-Wellhausen.
Higher Criticism of the Bible borrowed its lines of inquirJr
and methods of ascertaining evidence from the humanists of the renaissance, who investigated ancient and ecclesiastical writings.
Higher Criticism., both Biblical and non-Biblical, sought to este.bHsh the following of any writing: Integrity; Authenticity; Literary fesillres; and Credibility.

A few have even questioned the righ·t

to apply these tests to sacred writings; but most scholars,

both

liberal e.n:l conservative, have realized that it was a proper field
of investigation in order to have a defense against false religions
and agnostic ism.

There were three main methods used to discover

evidence for this investigation: The literary method; '!.be historical
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meth.crl; and The theological . method.

The critics did not just adopt

the methods as they had been promulgated by the humanists but devel-

1he literary

oped sl owly· a similar pattern of methods or arguments.

argument was the first developed by critics of the Pentateuch.

It

cen tared around the este.blishment of the diction, vocabulary ,

and

general style of writing used by an author.

em-

The second stage

phasized the historical argument, which examined a writin g as

to

the history it pictured as compared with the a ctual time of v.a-iting.

The last phase combined the former tviO with an examination of

the viewpoints, expressed in the writing as to their development and
historical setting.

These three arguments were suppor ted

by

lines of eviden ces:

The time the wri ting portrays; The style

six
of

the writing; The opinions expressed; Internal citations; External
ci tations; and Silence.

The earlier critics based their work al-

most "in toto" on literary

e.r~ments

while the later critics relied

heavily on the historics.l and theologicel arguments.

In the twen-

tieth century great stress has been lru.d on the arguments of silence
and

c itation~

especially to show development of the history end con-

cepts of the oewi sh nation.

Thus Bibl ic a1 Hiehe r Critic ism has

not

originated new methods of criticism but has adapted former methods
in a pattern peculiar to the situation of the Pentateuch.
The value of the methods and their application were examined
in chapter IV.

It was not substantiated that the inei11ods had been

formerly verified as reliable in discovering original documents. The
type of detailed a.ne.l;>'si s that was applied to the Pentateuch wa s a.n
original use of the methods vr.i.th no recorded precedent.

All of the

methods were found to be subjective in nature and requiring a

full
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knowledge and understanding of the time of the writing in order to
be of any worth.

The literary method was found to be questioned

most by destructive critics and conservative critics as to its trustworthiness.

It was the essential foundation on Which the other argu-

ments had to rest, and yet was ve"i.'y subjective in its very character
and application.

Differences in style could have been attributed to

a variety of different things but these critics seemed to consider
only the one possibility, that of different authorship.

It was plain

tr.!Bt the former use of the principle had been with wr iti ngs

v1here

the style of the supposed author could be gleaned from well authenticated works.

The nature of style v1as such that it could

not

be

established from s hort passages and excerpts.
The historical argument cculd yield very concrete evidence
when there was sufficient historical background to compare the writ:i.ng in <p esti on.

The argument as applied to the Pentateuch was very

subjective because of this lack of en external standard.

The crit-

ics therefore compared the port:i. ons that they had previously separated on the linguistic grounds and called it a corroborative argument.

The result we.s that anachronisms appeared because of

the

parti ti onings t he. t were not on the surface of the Pent e.teuch as a
whole.

The reliability of the application. of this argument was un-

der suspicion because the maj ori t-.1 of the later critics were biased
toward evolutionar y philosophy.

Therefore the critics arranged the

history of the Jews in a developmental schane to conform to their
theory that all nations and tribes evolved.
The critics used fue theological argument to show that there
was a dif'ference of opinions in the alleged documents.

It was also
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used to corroborate the literary and historical arguments .,

The t h e-

ological concepts of the Pentateuch were so arranged that it
the appearance of continuous development from the earlier
to the l ater sources.

gave

~~terial

However, this was a forced application of the

principle as it existed in non-Biblical criticism because as the huI

ma.nist used it a writer s viewpoint was ascertained from works authenticated to be his.
There appeared to be three disturbing elements in the wh ole
application of the principles.

First, there was the obvious

fac t

the. t over and over again the critics had to rely on the redactor as

a "scape-goat" to account for evidence that did not fit wi th their
hypothes is.

Secondly, the ar g,uments were circular, in that the o-

rig;inel sources were separated on the basis of criteria that afterwards was arranged in proof of the docume nts .

Thirdly, the major-

i ty of the critics who applied the methods v1ere biased toward ra-

tionalism or naturalistic philosophy, which colored their findings
and results.

The variety of hypo-theses and the disagreeme nt of the

critics on main points made the results questionable.

B.

General Conclusions

Conclusi ons

1.

The historical study uncovered evi-

denoe that much of the work of Destructive Higher Criticism was based
on the rationalism of Hobbes and the evolutionary philosophy of Hegel.
2.

Much of the analysis of Destructive Hi gher Criticism

done on assumption to fit preconceived hypotheses without
clear methcds.

was

follo~~ng
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3.

Higher Criticism of the Bible had a forerunner in the cri t-

icism of ancient and ecclesiastical ~i tin gs.

Certain methods

or

principles of investigation were developed for that e.raa cf' study.,

4.

There was a distinct di.tferarrce between the historical

background and lite r ary s urrouudings of the Bible and the other writing;s that had been investigated previously.

5·

The critics of the Bible did not just adopt the n:ethods

of criticism as used by fue humanists but slowly evolved their o·wn
me'\;hods wh ich rtm quite parallel to those used t o investigate

an-

cient and ecclesiasti c al writingso

6.

The mthods

principles developed by the Destructive

0!."

Hi ghe r Critics were ver y subjective in nature.

Tr:erefore an ac-

knovrledged standard of rre a.surement for style, and an historical background was an absolute essential to their proper use.

7.

There wer·a no other writings of the period of the Penta-

teuch from which to establish histor i cal background or ascertain tb.e
style of the writers; therefore these ;rethcds were inappropriate far
giving concrete evidence in exa"llina ti on of the Pentateuch •
B.

.These ne thods

or principles used by Destructive

Higher

Criticism were not verified by their former use for proving either
that the Pentateuch came from pre-existin g documents or the

extent

of the supposed documents.

9.

The Destr<.lctiv e Higher Critics were not impartial

but

worked under the handicap of a definite bias against Mosaic authorship and the historicity of the Pentateuch.
10.

No two critics have applied the methods in the very same

man ner or coma to the same exact conclusion.

There is only general
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e.greemerrt among the critics as to the extent of the documents and

me

time of writing.

On specific points there is much disagreement

which is widening in recant years.
Specific Conclusions.

1.

The preve.i ling developmental hy-

pothesis was built on an anti-supernatural bias which makes it particularly objectionable.
2.
reaching

1'he results of Destructive Higher Criticism were so far
IHJd

destrucJ..;hre of the e.uthority of the Bible es to

its

history and the details that no honest student of the Word of God
could accept them without serious question.

These critics claim

to retain the reli g ious authority of the Bible 1tv-hile holding· i t is
erroneou~::

in his tory ani a fabricati an of sources from unknown au-

thors.

3.

It is a rank contradiction to hold that the Pentateuch

is historically inaccurate and yet claim the. t it has a.uthori ty in
its rel1gious message.

4.

Because of the subjective nature of the met.h ods

use brings to light only implications and probabilities and

their
not

objective evidence which could be relied upon.

5.

The majority of the so-called anachronisms and errors

·C..'lat the Destructive Higher Critics have pointed out were a result
of their pe.rti·bio_fling of the Pentateuch in their preliminary e.pplication of the literary methods, and do 11ot exist when the Pentf\teuch
is taken as a whole with an attempt to harmonize fue facts given.

6.

The collective or aggregate evidence for the supposed

documents is no stronger than its "weakest link", and that "weakest
link" is the literary argument, which is the most subjective

and
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unreliable of all arguments, yet it is the basis of all the others.

7.

The subjectivity of the met.hods combined with the human

element of the critic s to so affect t he evaluation of their findings
>rithin a large circle of uncertainty that their conclusions were unreliable.
B.

The documentary analysis of the Pentateuch into J, E, D,

P, was unsatisfactory because of three serious defects: (1) The principles for locating evidences were too unreliable to ghre substantial
factse

(2) The argumants were circular in form.

(3) There was

no

possible way to have external setting by wh ich to compare the supposed sources.

c.

The Sug gestions for Further Study

Further research j_s needed to determine the value of critical
methods as to their use in connection with non-Biblical literature
of both ancient and modern times.
Fu1·the r stt.rly is als.o in order as to the examination of the
methcx:ls and their application to the remainder of the Old Testament
and the New Testament.
Anothe!' approach to this problem would be a study in which the
methods would be applied to i:he various books of the Pentateuch in e.
conservative positiYe approach.

In this way each book of the Penta-

teuch would be compared with each of the other books of the Penta teuch, that is, compare t h e whole of Genesis with Exodus, then both
with Leviticus, end the whole with Numbers and Deuteronomy on
basis of these critica.l methods.

the

All this would be done with a view
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to the harmony rather than disunity end partHi oning of the Pentateuch.

The author does not claim that even this would be like the

non-Biblical use of the princi ples, nor that th e results would be
ironclad.

This type of application would be more in accord with

the former us age and would reveal the genu ine internal characteristics of the books s.s they now stand in the Bible.
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